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Vol.IV.

E. N. CARVER,
EDITOR & PROP'R.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, OCT. 28, 1886.

reduction of insurance rates. Under favorable circumstances a fire would make
a clean sweep among the "·ooden struc-Wm. Bamford found ripe raspberries
tures, and we have no resistance to offer.
and blossoms on the same bushes, Oct. A very feasible plan would be to place a
15th.
suitable pump at the grist mill to be oper-Canton
Grar.ge will elect officers next ated by the water wheel, and with a small
Saturday, meeting at IO o'clock A. l\L A hose cart a stream of water might be played on any building in the village at short
picnic dinner will be on the program.
-Miss If. M. Glines returned Tuesday notice.
from Boston with her usual line of millinery and fancy goods for fall and winter.
Look out for her card next week.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
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I\. L. Ludden is repairing hi, ell by add- his head a little back, when in a moment
Mexico.
.
ing a chimney and sap boiler.
and without a single motion, his lamp ofl
;'l[r. Charles K. Fox. slipper manufac/\. L. Ludden has bought of C. E. Cool- life ll'ent out.-':fourual.
turer, of!Ia,·erhill, i.\fass., formerly ofRoxidge a fine weanling- colt by Eclair Jr., for
;',,I. ,v. Kilgore is about the village.
bun·, and ll'ife, are l'isiting :\Ir. R. L. Tay$+o. It is half brother to the colt recent\\Tm. Kidder is able to tra,·cl some "·ith lor ;ncl other friends in this ,·icinity.
ly sold by Frank Briggs for,$100.
crutches.
l\Tr. John Reed of Roxbury has torn
Mr. Marion Douglass and wife, with his
C. A. Xewton had one finger amputated
down h·i, old ell and is building a new one.
brother Rufus from Dakota. are visiting at the middle joint, last "·eek.
L·ncle /\masa Richards is worse :rnd but
at the Douglass homestead.
Albert D. Park is about mo,·ing to ;\Jrs. little hope is entertained of his reco,·ery.
Dist. No. 5 had an old time spelling Nancv \Vhitman's house, and rumor says,
Rev. O. T. Lo,·ejoy of Peru, preached a
school last Saturday e,·ening, participated
i\Ir.
Hill is to 1110,·ein where he goes ,·ery interesting sermon Sunda_v, the 2+th.
in by old and young.
The palm was borne out. There is much inquiry after rents in the Poplar Hill school house.
off by Ella L. Campbell, by spelling down just now.
l\Iiss Etta Park of Mexico. is to kach
-Miss A. C. Bicknell went to Boston
all present.
Prominent among the spellA spool mill is the talk here now.
the winter term of school in Dist. Ko. -l ·
Byron.
:Monday to purchase her stock of fall and
ers was Jimm_v Chi leis, eleven years old,
P. F. Kilgore is mol'ing the cheese facA. A. ,vorthley ~aught a bear a fe"· day,
The school is keeping in Houghton
winter goods. Set> announcement
else- Dist. and is kept by a fellow by the name who downed some of the best spellers in ton·.
ao-o
where of her opening next Monday.
H.0. Stanley has commenced hunting ~F;·ed A. \Vorthlev has threshed, at Kimof Howe. It is keeping in the house for- the Dist.
foxes.
K. JI. C.
ball's Mill, m·er 2~
bushels of grain this
-The Winter time table goes into effect merly owned by Jacob Mott.
Miss \'erdie Ludden is teaching school season.
on the R. F. & B. railroad next Monday.
Last '>unday there was a meeting at Hop
DIXFIELD.
in
the
Trask
district,
l\Jexico.
Uncle
Ben
Sto,·er
has
made and p11t inFor particulars concerning the change of City school house. Elder Hersom and
Farmers are busy doing their fall work.
T-II. E.
to his cellar twenty-three barrels of cider.
trains consult the table in this paper.
wife, and a woman from Lewiston by the Plowing is in order noll'. Cider making
Saturday and SL;nday there was quite a
East Buckfield.
-A brush fire burned over John Foye's name of Bond, have had several meetings.
is among the busy labors of the present.
Frank DeCoster, son of Sullivan DeCos- forest fire on the mountain in the northmeadow east of the village Friday eYe- Mr. Hersom has had meetings for a week
The "still hunt" is for flour barrels to
It spread quite
ning. It run near the corn factory, but a on Buckfield Hill, with good success. put apples in for market, but a scarcity in ter, who was reported one 11·eekago as not east corner of Rumford.
in his right mind and had run away, etc., fast the lea,·es and ground are sv dry.
crew of men turned out and saved the There has quite a number started to live barrels seems to be prevalent just now.
Hoel Morrill and Bean are buying up a
returned the same da,· with the intention
a Christian life and others are feeling a
buildings.
Strawberry
blossoms and buttercups
and did get a change· of clothes, took his drove of cattle. They buy at a low fig11re.
need of a Sador.
11·ere seen during the last warm weather,
-At a town meeting held at Burbank's
CoR.
Mr. T. C. Gurney from Canton. was in but the "cold snap" put an encl to them. bible and singing book and started again.
store \Vednesday afternoon to choose an
there being only his father at home who
toll'n
the
other
day,
insuring
buildings.
West
Sumner.
The
present
warm
spell
is
l'ery
welcome.
additional Constable, G. C. Russell receivcould not stop him, but immediately notiMr. G. Davis was in town last week.
L.L.
ed one vote, A. Packard one, and Alpheus He meets with good success.
fied his neio-hbors.
They overtook him
,ve are having fine weather.
H. E. \Voolrich, Esq., of Lewiston.
Packard six.
\Ve are ha,·ing ,·ery pleasant weather for and persuad~d him to ret~1rn. Since that
Our gummers are doing a good business.
made u. a short call Tuesday.
time some of his friends h:ll'e been with
-Prescott
Bosworth's colt kicked at the Six have been in camp the last week and farmers to do their fall's work in.
Farmers have had an excellent time to
Huskings are all the go just now.
him. At times he is as rational as any do their harvesting, and in this section
item we gave him last week. \Ve take it came home Friday with a good load. 0~
i\Irs. Geo. Mitchell is in feeble health. one, and at other times it has taken three
back and make him one year old and 13¾ of our gum men is off with a lot of gum.
they have taken adrnntage of it.
Hon. John J. Holman is quite smart. He men to keep him in the house. \\'hen aclA.
hands high. The figures were confused
E. ,v. Chandler's 40 hor e power boiler
is as worldly as he was 30 years ago. Ile 1·ised by his physicians to go to Augusta
with another item.
and 30 horse power engine is now in his
Buckfield.
is now 85.
for
medical
treatment
he
was
anxious
to
-Rev. \Vm. Beavins of Dover, N. II.,
mill. Ile will have it set 11p as soon as
Some twenty-fi,·e of Dr. C. B. BridgA. D. Park is meeting with his usual go and said he would go any where if they
will supply the Baptist church in Canton ham's friends assembled at his home Satpossible.
With the engine and water powsuccess in our village school.
\\'e learn could only help him. Ile, with Dr. Caldnext Sabbath, at 11 o'clock A. M. He urday evening to celebrate the ninth annier he can do a good business.
He will
that Miss Addie Peck meets with most ex- well, left fo1· Augusta last Saturday.
He
run a circular saw mill, Stevens mill and
will also preach in the evening, at 7 versary of his signing the pledge. The
cellent success in the school room. May has been at work by the month until this
cracker, shingle mill, lath saws, plainer,
o'clock, on the subject, "A good paying Dr. and his family seem to take great
Goel speed Addie on her way in her pro- sickness, for Col. A. D. \.Yhite. His pnrcutting off saws, lathes, and other machinbusiness-large
profits-secure
invest- pleasure in ei:itertaining their friends on
fession.
ents and sisters wish to extend their thanks ery.
inents."
that occasion.
RIP \'AN \VI:XKLE,
to the neighbors and friends for the a sisThe fall and winter term o, school here
O,·er one hundred people attended the
-Revs.
F. Blake and O. Roys exchangMr.
Isaac
,vait,
who
died in Dixfield, tance rendered during his confinement.
comme11ces soon.
ed pulpits last Sabbath.
Mr. Roys preach- Buckfield Reform Club meeting Sunday
A.
G.
Cole and wife have been visiting
C. M. Bisbee has erected a modern ice
evening.
The meeting was opened with Oct. 15th, aged 95 years, 2 months and 13
ed a farewell sermon to the congregation
at Vera nus DeCoster's and relati,·es in the
house.
of which he was once pastor and to Can- prayer, after which we listened to speeches days, was born in Sutton, Mass., Aug. 2, ,·illage.
Several carloads of apples have been
He came
Warren Prince, 1791, writes a correspondent.
ton people generally, as he is about to re- from W. H. Atwood,
Many are sell_ing their apples, and yet purchased in this vicinity.
\Ve claim with his father, William \Vait, to Dixfield
move to Farmington.
The discourse was Childs, Packard, and others.
there
are
thousands
of
barrels
held
for
The largest mail at our post office last
in 180+, the year that the town of Dixfield
to be the banner club.
highly complimented.
He married Sally higher prices. $1.30 is paid here now.
Friday for years.
(M)
Presiding Elder Adams preached a very was incorporated.
B. B.
-Elsewhere
will be found the advertiseP.
Goodnow-who
was
born
in
Boylston,
ment of Mr. D. B. Perry, Mechanic Falls. able discourse to a large audience at the
East Sumner.
Mass., April 18, 1792-in
1818, and the
Having visited his sto1·e we know that he Methodist honse Sunday afternoon.
It is useless to attempt the cure of a1;.v
Rev. ,vm. Beavins, who has been supT. IL Lunt has sold his colt to Boston same year bought and ;i101·ed on to the
has an extensive stock of first class goods
farm where he lived the rest of his life,ank plying the Baptist pulpit at East Sumner disorder, if the blood is allowed to_remam
in his line, and can recommend him to our parties. for $350.
J. A. Rawson is making extensi,·e re- upon which he died. His farm is situated for a few Sabbaths, "·ill preach at Canton t:~~,;~ie ~~'\u~~~t~e~-~~ ~~~~:~\~t,~s~ f1~~
readers who go there to trade. The holiabout three-fourths of a mile south of the next Sabbath.
Bro. Beavins appears to be blood, and in numberless cases have been
days are coming, and you can find no bet- pairs on his drug store.
cured by taking a few bottles of Ayer's
Mrs. Dastine Spaulding has returned centre of the to\\·n, and adjoins the one on a Yery genial, honest and earnest worker, Sarsaparilla.
te,: place to buy presents this side of Lewwhich
his
father
lived
and
died.
He
had
and
we
regret
to
have him absent even for
-------home to Cape El:zabeth after a very pleasiston.
!Iis pulpit utterances are
Prices of Flour reduced 25 cts. per bbl..
ant visit, stopping with he,· sister, Mrs. a family of eight children, only two of one Sabbath.
-The
publishers
of that excellent
at
II.
II.
Burbank's.
whom
are
now
living,
Emerson
Wait
and
the
product
of
careful
thought
and
he
conB. Spaulding,ancl calling on her old friends.
monthly, THE HOUSEKEEPER, MinneapoEleanor ,vait, now the widow of the late veys the idea that he believes what he utC.
19 lbs. Nice Brown Sugar fo1· $.r .oo at
lis, Minn., offer to send it free for three
Rev. Seth ,v. Perkins.
He selected for ters. We have found him upon brief ac- H. II. Burbank's.
Carthage.
months to any lady who sends them the
his farm one of the best lots of land in the quaintance very companionable and enterThere is being a singing school taught
postoffice address of twenty ladies who are
town of Dixfield, and had probably the taining.
Our be t wishes attend him
LOWELL LOWELL,
keeping house. The addresses may he at in Dist. No. 2, in the new school house,by
best set of farm buildings in town. His wherever he may go.
Lewiston, Maine, will remove from N?- 4
one or several postoffices, but must be sent Rev. Freeland Starbird.
son, Emerson ,vait, has ahrn_vs lived at
Tack Russell has been up country and Pilsburv Block, three doors north mto
Mr. Albert Moulton has sold his three home with his father.
before November 15th, 1886. THE HOUSEHis mother died b~ught a lot of young stock to sell or to Odd Fellows Block, where they will have
Mr. fifteen years ago or more. Isaac Wait was winter.
the best lighted store in tht city.
Our
KEEPER is one of the best publications in horse team to F. P. Macomber.
present store is so very dark we cannot
Macomber's lead horse got unhitched and one of the best type of the venerable old
The Oxford Dist. Lodge of Good Tem- show the goocs satisfactorily to our custhe country.
run awav and run into a fence and broke citizens that emigrated from l\Iassachusetts
plars held a very interesting session at E. tomers or to ourselves, but our new store
-Additional
particulars
concerning
his neck.
to settle the State of i.\Iaine. Ile had four Sumner on Friday last. Five lodges were will be light enough in every part to suit
Farmington's
fire place the loss at nearly
Mr. L. II. Macomber is doing quite a
Remember
the
brothers and one sister, all of whom set- represented and the reports showed all but the most particular.
$500,000 There was a narr~w escape from business in dressing poultry.
He can
change, No. 1&].Lisbon St., Odd Fellows
tied in Dixfield, and had large families of one to be in thriving condit,on.
Attend- Block, where we shall be pleased to see
a second fire Sunday mght from t~e bleed and pick the feathers off from 200 in
children. so that the \Vait family, descend- ance good. Next session at So. Paris on all our old and a host of new customers.
smouldering ruins.
Also a man was dis- a daY.
Respectfully Yours,
ants of his father, are very numerous in first \Vednesday in February next.
coYered in an attempt to set fire to a store
•
.
E.
LOWELL & LOWELL.
llis son, EmSLOCUM.
. t \Vest Farmino-ton
Sunday night, but he
D. D. Berry's new house 1s nearly com- Dixfield and other places.
0
Born.
E~st Peru.
:scapecl iclentifi cation.
Monday a man pleted. The house was ra'.sed, boar~ed, erson Wait, ·now the proprietor of the old
Hartford-Oct.
24, to the wife of ~Ir.
lately out of State Prison was arrested in shingled, clapboatcled, fimshed outs'.de, homestead, is and has been for the last
Mr. and l\Irs. S11llivan Holmes of South Harry A. Record, a daughter.
Farmington
011 suspicion of being con- five rooms lathed, three ofthos~ pla_ste1ed, four years town clerk and one of the se- Pari , are visiting their daughter, Mrs. W.
1''.larried.
One of
cerned with setting fires.
and all of the wi,~clow, put
~ve lectmen of the town of Dixfield.
Lewiston-Oct.
by Rev. W. J.
1 6th,
his nephe11·s. Wm. ,v. ,vait, was elected H. Conant, of this place.
-A. S. Hathaway, Esq, o f C anton,w I10 weeks time. The size of the house 1s _6x36
C. F. DeShon is out again after a long Twort, Mr. Roscoe G. Dunn and Mrs.
Senator from Oxford county in the State
st
Evelyn Fuller, both of Canton.
has so successfully managed th e ~a Ox- fe~m. Goodwin and wife, while going Senate for 1878 and re-elected in 1879. A sickness.
Henn' McIntire has been visiting friends
ford Co. Insurance Agency at thl1s ~l;c; from this place to their home, a few nights son of his nephew Tyler Kidder, Wm. M.
for a number of years has recent Ya e
d t Kidder, is elected to represent this district
0
::nt~\~,tl:;::
Ile took the train for Port- WINTER
MILLINERY
'.
Id ' d . r ble Insur- ago, saw or heard what they suppose
to his agency the o
an_ ie ia_
..
be a bear beside the road. They drove in the next ~Iaine Legislature.
Mr. \Vait
The Capen;' cider mill is moYecl into
ance Co. of North Am~nca, Philaclel~h1,1, home and Wm. took his gun. his hired has been during all his long life one of
Thomas Farrar's mill, where it will be run
chartered in 1794, wluch has a su_,p_lus man took a pitch-fork
and Eliphalet
-ANDDixfield's most respected and highly esby water power.
The owners are I_I.
on!r all liabilities of nearly three m11l10n b1~ouo-ht up the rear w;th the lantern.
teemed citizens.
lie was born in the time
Chase,
F.
Kidder,
C.
F.
DeSho11,
R.
Grifdollars.
,Ve congratulate
the ma_nagers The; proceeded to the field of action, but of "'ashington 's term of office, so that he
fith, S. F. Irish and G. DaYis.
of this strong old coinpany i~ securmg the could not find any bear. They came to was almo t as old as our nation.
Ile was
Charley Davis is vi iting his father, G.
nd
5erl'ices of a gent~eman ':ho ,s ."·or th y a
the conclusion that it might have been a out at the last September election, ~nd
H. Davis, at this place.
capable of managmg their busmess.
skunk.
said he had voted at every annual elect,on
H. Chase is digging a new well. He is On
Monday
Nov.
I,
-Now is a good time for Canton to take
but one since Maine became a State.
He doing a much needed job as their old aqueCanton Mt.
some measures to provide a. way for proretained all his faculties as well as his duct fails in drouths.
I
shall
open
to
the
public
a
large
line
of
Farmers barely secured their apple crop
tection in case of fire. The lesson of exhealth and strength wonderfully
to tile
In the week before last issue was a slight
\Vinter Millinery and Fancr Goods.
perience several Maine villages have learn- before the cold snap. A good crop has last. lie went to the barn "·here t~1ey error in E. Peru items. It should have
ed, to their cost, this fall, ought to be been harvested and the most of them sold were husking corn' the day before he d,ecl, rend that E. M. Howard's girls (instead of
--o-girl) picked up 6o bushels of potatoes,
heeded by those more fortunate.
We can- for $1.50 per barrel.
sat down and husked and talked ~ long that Irving Deane and E. M. Howa rd dug You are cordially invited to inspect my
Grain
rather
light;
potatoes
yield
well,
not tell when our turn will come, and to
time with them. The next mornmg he all but about IO bushels.
stock, which you will find larger and
proYide means for a contingency is not on- but rot badly; corn excellent.
got up a, •usual, apparently in good healt.h
E. C. Poland and wife are visiting friends
more co:11plete than ever before.
Bad
colds
are
prevalent.
Bowdoinham.
Iv wise but economical.
At present the
and in his usual good spirits and ate his in Our
rooms "·ere well lighted from the
i-nsurance rates are outrageously high in _ \Varren Paine is slowly recovering from breakfast as well as usual. He rose from Farmington fire the 22d, from 9 till 3 the
...
our village, and by an investment of $5oo a hard run of typhoid fever.
the table, walked into the sitting-room
next morning.
Gorham Brown and wife are v1s1t111g
BLUE STORE, UP STAIRS, CANTON,
W.B.
in apparatus for fighting
fire the full
and sat down in his rocking chair, leaning
with their daughter, Mrs. G. E. Small.
amount would be san:d every year in the

OUR NEIGHBORS.
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FANCY
GOODS
!

A. C. Bicknell,

FOR THE FARM AND HOME.
Droiins Crom Baruya.rds.

It is difficult keeping a drain that
leads from the barnyard in good running
condition.
The filtration of. manure
water through the soil in time saturates
it so that its fertilizing properties escape into the drain.
This involves a
serious loss, and, almost equally as bad,
the manure water coming in contact with
air in the drain induces the formation of
fungus growths on its sides.
These extend very rapidly when once formed,and
are exceedingly difficult to get rid of. A
tile, once affected, if taken out and
cleaned, soon fills again, even if left in
another place.
The soil through which
the soakings of the barnyard enters the
drain should be removed once a year, and
fresh soil put in ifo place. !twill pay to
do this for its manurial value, besides
saving the drain.
Ho·w

C

J

Apple

Trees Shonl,l

be Planted.

To plant apple trees successfully the work
should be done so as to secure as near
as possible the same conditions and relations of the tree with the soil as previously existed.
The roots should be
spread and placed in the soil as nearly in
.a natural condition as possible. A good
mode of procedure is as follows: The
tree should be ordered of a good, trustworthy nurseryman at once and to be
delivered as soon as they are fit to be
moved. A lot of good compost should
lbe prepared, consisting of rich earth
from a barnyard, ditches, and woods,
manure, lime, and coarse bone dust. The
holes should be dug before the trees arrive, at least three feet square, the top
soil being thrown on one side and the
subsoil cm the other. The compost should
then be taken to the ground and the
bottom of each hole covered with 1t to a
depth of six inches, chopping it up with
the spade with the subsoil so as to mix
it thoroughly.
When the trees arrive
they should be planted without loss of
time. The soil at the bottom of the
hole should be raised in the centre and
the tree placed on it and worked down
into the loose soil. The roots are then
carefully €pread and the top soil scattered over and among them in a natural
<:ondition, all broken ones being trimmed.
When the roots are covered the soil is
pressed down with the feet holdinO'
the
0
tree upright at the same tiU:e. Thc subsoil is then put m and trampled, but not
packed too tightly, especially if it is
wet. In stony ground stones should be
placed around the tree, and will act as a
mulch. The limbs are then shortened to
one-third the length, and all superfluous
ones cut out altogether.
If the trees
111t: exposed to winds
they should be
tied to stakes driven firmly in the soil,
as they will be damaned by beinO' blown
back and fotrh whc; the soil is ;,,et and
soft.-New Ywk Times.
The A.ppllco tiou of Lime.

Fifty or sixty years ago, and sometime
subsequently, it was the universal custom among the farmers of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Maryland to use lime,
freshly burned and slaked, as an application to land. We remember when the
-quick lime was transported, in wagons
and boats, from localities where lime·stone and kilns were abundant, to farms
from ten to fifty or more miles distant,
slaked in large piles, and then spread
over the ground as the readiest and
cheapest fertilizer, except stable manure,
readily procurable. But for some years
past the practice has materially de-creased. The idea seemed to prevail that
burned limestone was not a genuine
fertilizer, though it could not be denied
its effects upon clay Janas in fining the
soil were very beneficial. Of late, how~vcr, the old notions in regard to liming
the land are generally obtaining.
Many
experienced farmers claim that the crop
has sensibly diminish.cd since "spreading
lime" liberally bas become unfashionable.
Cultivators say that, as an clement and
promoter of rank clover growth, lime on
the fields or in the soil is a necessity.
All experienced farmers know that clover
roots are the most potent agency in commou use for enriching the soil. It absorbs, says an agricultural writer, and
stores up nitrogen in the soil for succeeding crops. Large quantities of nitro,,.cn
in the earth and air absorbed and fi~ed
by clovl'r more than by any other pbnt.
'There can be no doulYt that lime assists
the growth of clover, "and when a man
can grow clover successfully he can grow
any crop he "i"ants to." However, every
close observer kno"·s that clover cau be
succc-sfnlly grown on soils which are
nearly devoid of lime as a constituent
element; and wherever clover can be cultivated well, so can every species of tame
grass, including that stunclarcl olc1cereal,
wheat.

i

Li-i:e Stock Journal, except perhaps, inciBROOKLYN
BRIDGE.
dently, as it may accumulate upon the I
close floor of a stable loft, thecrop hav- Night
Sight3
and
Sunday
on
ing been clear of weeds. This ma, be
the Great
Struqture.
done for use in a small way, for reviving
__ _
1
the growth of grass upon small patches of • Experience of the N'i.2:ht Police-Shrieks
grou_nd, but not for seedicg down any
for Help From the River,
considerable surface. For the same purpose, if it be desirable to scatter red top
The sights and sounds on the New
or other grass seed 01'er a given suface,
York and Brooklyn Bridge at night
for th e ~urpose of improvin~ th e yi:ld
differ from those of the dav as much as
of th e_kmd na~cd, _?r of mtroduc'.ng the great arc of electric lights on that
the m1xtu~e with a kmd alre~dy partial- I aerial highway differs from the glare of
ly occupym~ th e grou nd , . th is may be high noon.
Countrymen by the bundone by buymg from a neighbor,_a st ack, ' dreds drift idly across the structure beor a ton or two, that was cut a little late I t
.
d
.
.
, ween sunrise an
sunset every aay.
the seed bcrng well advanced toward People visiting New York for the first
matur_ity, feeding ~his_hay out during time linger long on the Bridge.
They
the wmter, ';ell distributed over frozen I look at the hurryiu,,. crowds who rush
ground, and if covered with snow all the along the promenade~ going westward
be:ter.
Sheep hao d ~e hay fed out in • to New York in the morning aud castth is way, ao d for th is purpose,
better ward to bed and board in Brooklyn at
than other stock as they beat o~t the nightfall.
They hang over the parapets,
seed a nd eat th e hay close.
A_sis 1;ell I let their glances range over the two
known hay cut when the seed is faU"ly I great cities throbbing with busy life,
well matured. has a ~ominal value as mark the rapid tide of the East River
feed, but yet 1~ so~ nd it_su~pl!es a w~nt, flowing under their feet with the fleets
an~ the_d1rect1on rn which 1t 1s_defic1e_nt and flags of the world lying at the
gram will supply. Perhaps .this applies wharves, ply the wearied policemen
to none of th e grasses more pointedly I with countless queries about the Brid"'e,
than to o_rchard grass. But for seeding I and then when they return to th~ir
a ne,v pie~c 0 ~ grou nd _ th at_is, grouo d homes they talk to their friends and ac
heretofore m tillage crops-this seed had ' quaintances for hours concerning the
bett:r be purchased by the bus~el from . stupendous structure.
But they have
a reliable dealer, the seed havmg been I
.d
b
grown for market in a reofon of countr ! sc~n on 1y one SI e ~f life on t e Bridge.
O
h
th· .
d
f .
.
It 1s after the electric lights have supw ere is is ma e a part o its agnc~ - planted the da
when the a arcntl
ture, and where consequently
special
. Y,
.
PP
Y
care is observed in "rowin 'the cro
endless_ strmg of vehicles and funeral
clear of weeds. If cor: ,,.rougnd is use~ process10ns that have been rumbling
for seedino- down the stalks should be acr?ss the road way for twelve hours bas
0
'
.
. .
d wrndled to an occasional truck or carremoved and all ~ndue i~equahtics made . ria"'e, that the second side of life on the
smooth so fa: as IS_ practicable.
A thor- Bridrrc sets in. The stead roar of the
ough harrowmo- with a loaded harrow
.. 0
.
y
will do this, n;t in ooin,,. over once but , c1t1es ceases to Jar on the ear, the last
several times. The "'far:ers should bear travel !er homcw?rd to Brooklyn with a
.
.
. .
weary look on his face and thouo-hts of
rn mind that 1t 1s expected that he who supper in his head bas assed hu:ricdl
grows hops as a regular business, having
Th
. ht
h _P
.
y
.
.
.
on.
c m1cr y arc 1s now "'Lven over
1ns
name _assocmted w1th that cr?p, and to family oro"ups and to !overt
not especially
with any
.
. . other, will grow I Th e 1ast° to 1eave th c b n•d "'e arc t h e
the arll~l~ and sa_ve1t 10 the best manner. lovers.
The " oun,,. fcl!o,~" and his
0
Compctit10n sprm""S
up and he must ,
y
O
t
h
'
h
.
.
1
"best
girl"
will let blissful companionno on IY gro:" t e _crop sot at it Wll ship trench on slee iness ever
time.
be commerciallv right, but the same Th f
tpf t
fy
·
. .
• ,
.
.
ey orm a p 1easan ca ure o evenm"'0
competit10n that msures its quality also 1.f
.
.msurcs its
. cheapness. TbIS. rule applies I 1 e on th e B. r1.d 0,,.e' t clh eseh"1overs. Solitary
to the rass seeds and a Jl incr this to am~ng movrng cr~w s, is muscalar arm
g
h '
~l y h':' t·
encircles her waist and she trustfully
any man w 110 as a use or ~s . 111age submits to the caress.
N obod notices

I

I

I
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lands, to be kept advantageously m use
for other crops he had better not dabble
in the business of growin"' grass seed
thinking to save bv so dcin"'.

them. The are too common a[d in that
. .
~
belief is their great solace and assurance.
~ut though they love to linger, by 11
0
•
o clock they arc following in the wake
Household
Hints.
of the vanishing domestic circles. The
Dried orange and lemon peel burned benches under the towers become vacant.
on coal in a sick room are good dedori- :Midnight secs the last Jover gone from
zcrs.
the Bridge. At that hour the policemen
It is said mint sauce will keep any are changed. The members of the night
length of time if bottled, corked tight squad that then comes on wcai: different
and kept in a cool place.
expressions from those of the day men.
After having your hands in soapy The stony stare and cut reply of the day
water, wet them in vinegar and spirits of policemen, who delights to freeze the
camphor; it kills the alkali and keeps marrow in the bones of countrymen seekyour hands soft.
ing for information, find no imitators
When you make a custard or other P
among :he night pat:ol.
The night man
with a "stand-up crust" if you will pin talks with any pa~smg foot. traveler so
a narrow strip of cloth around it it will j longas the lattcrw1ll be begutlcd. When
not bake so hard and will keep i~ better the foot travelers cease to amuse there is
shape.
usually an animated dialogue going on
between the policeman on the promenade
_Pretty lamp shades are made of lace, and his neighbor down on the driveway.
wide enough to cover the globe. _Draw These intellectual exchanges of views
the lace at t:1e top a:ou~d a :wire rmg of I have a wide scope, and embrace religion,
t~e prope: size ~nd line 1t with colored politics, philosophy and the price and
silk of thm quality.
quality of the various brands of chewing
ncelpcs.
tobacco. There are no jumping cranks
LE::llONCHEESE CAKES.-One
pound to worry the soul and tax the vision of a
suga'", a little more than a quarter pound night policeman. But there is no lack of
butter; six eggs, leaving out the whites incidents to interist the night watchman.
of two; ju.ice of three lemons and grated A.reporter crossing the bridge at 3 o'clock
rind of two. Melt all together in a jar- 1>ncmorning,noticed a policeman leaning
CORN STARCII CAKE. Whites three over the parapet in a listening attitude.
eggs, half cup buttei·, half cup milk, one The reporter stopped walking and liscup sugar, one cup flour, three quarters tencd. Faintly on the night air he could
cup corn starch and one teaspoonful hear cries that seemed to come from far
baking powder.
Cream your sugar, but up the East river, about opposite Havcter and corn starch, add milk, egg mcyer's sugar refinery.
A woman was
beaten s•iff, then flour and baking pow- screaming "Murder! murder!" Presently
th
dcr, and flavor with teaspoonful almond.
e cries ceased.
"What is it?" asked the reporter.
BEEF FmTTERS.-Cut slices of under"Some fiendishness going on down on
done beef into oblongs three inches long
the river," muttered the policeman. ·'We
by half the width; squeeze half a teaoften hear cries 'lf people in distress out
spoonful of lemon juice over each, pepon the river. We arc helpess to do :myper and salt, then sprinkle lightly with
tbing up here. By-and-by the eries stop
nutmeg.
Have ready a batter made by
and that is the last of it. Sometimes we
beating two eggs light, with half a cup
see a man go down to the dock. We can
of milk and the same quantity of presec him plainly by the light jump into
p;;red flour salted. Dip each "collop"
the river. If he ever comes out, we nevor
of beef in this and fry to a good brown
see him. "-Now r()rk Tribitne.
in boiling clripping.

I

ToMA'ro C110WDER. One-half a bushNot Praclic,tble.
el of green tomatoes, one dozen onions,
Excited Parisian-Ah,
Eugene! I hear
(or leave them out if preferred), one you have disconrad a W'J.J to accumulate
dozen grccri peppers, all chopped fine. a million francs.
Sprinkle one pint of salt over this and
Eugene-Yes,
Jean, I have.
let stand all night. Drain off the brine, . Excited Parisian--Is
it such a secret,
I
cover with good vinegar, and cook one then?
hour, then drain and pack in a jar. 'l'ake
Eugene-No,
Jean. All oue has to do
two pounds br,?wu sugar, tw'.> table- is to save a thousand franc3 a year for a
s;1oonfuls of cinnamon, one of allspice, tho!lsancl years.
Scerlin,:to Gm~•i one of c,oves, one of pepper, half cup of
Excited Parisian-Ah,
but none of us
Farmers, as orcl:narilly situated, will j gruund mustar 1, one pint grated horse-I live so long as that.
har-lly lb.I th,J saving or .c;rLSS sec.ls ' l\Hlish. Vinegar to mix. Boil this nod
Eugene-•-That is Lot my fault, Jean.
merely for their own use.to pay, says t'11• p:,ur over the contents of the jar.
- Tid-B1ts.

I

Paslour'5. Cure for Ilydrophob~.i.
CLIPPINGS FOR TUE t:URIOUS.
The Washmgton Star prmts an rnterTh
"N •t •
T
,.
0 1
19
view with Dr. Reyburn, one of the late
e ~entence,
_
opposi ion,
·d
t
G
fi
Id'
h
•
.
is
a
pahndrome,
rendmg
the
same
backP resi en
ar e s p ys1cians, on a
d
d
d
visit which he recently made to the lab• 1 war an forwar •
oratory of Prof. Pasteur in Paris.
Recent studies as to t~e antiquity 01
"He lives," said Dr. Reyburn, "in one man lead ~o the conclus1on that the hu.
of those houses quite common in France, , man race 1s not less than 240,000 yean
built nbout It" square eourt. Around this , old.
conrt. nre the ca"'cs where he keeps the I Men employed in sinking a well at
animals upon ;hich
he experiments. ! Coleman_, D. T., found a liv'e frog imWitbin are tho accommodations for his bedded m the earth 285 feet below the
patients.
He is a scientific, but not a, $Urface.
medical man. I saw a number of his I A New Zealand mushroom, which
patients, and talked with him for some I grows on the trunks ?f trees, is lilr.ely
time. Every morning the patients come to become an ~rticlc of ~xportat1on to
in for treatment
which consists in in- England.
It 1s exported 10 large q,uanjectin,,. the Tiru~ of the rabies under the ' tities to China, where it is used h1 the
skin at the waist first one side and then ' \)reparation of soup.
on the other. This is done about every I The sta~e called ~he Farnese Hc,.:ule~
other day, a stronger solution being used I was fou_nd m_Rome m the baths of Careach time. He has teu solutions gradu- acalla m fo40, and subscqu~n~ly renting in degree of strength.
He uses moved to Naples, Italy, where 1t 1s now
the weakest of these first and gradually deposited in the museum. The right
o-ets up to the stron,,.est which it is l:iand is modern.
:aid would be fatal if t~ken fir~t. He
According to an exchange, the ]ates\
gets his virus from rabbits.
He first in- ingenious Persian method of squeezing
jects the virus of a rabid dog into the an obstinate rich man is to shave the
neck of the : rabbit so as to affect the victim's head bare, and cover it with a
spinal m1rr~·w. The animal usually dies I cap filled with tiny crabs and spiders.
in a few days, and the spinal marrow is I Half an hour's torture inevitably brings
put into solution for use upon the the most obstinate to reason.
patients.
The first Roman laws upon the ol>
"Are you convinced of the efficacy of servancc of Sunday were especially in
this treatment?"
the interest of the working classes, and
"Well, hardly I should say. There clearly manifest the influence of the new
are a great many difficulties in the way ' ideas in the Roman world.
Thus one
of gettingpositivc proof. Prof. Pasteur I in 321 A. D. forbade other labors than
told me that out of 1200 natives treated I those of the field on Sunday, and
for the bites of rabid animals only three all civil, public acts except emanci.
died, and of 600 foreigners who came l)ation.
from a long distance only 15 died. This
A member of the British House oi
would be a very good record if it wern Commons holds his office dt1ring the excertain that all the patients had been istence of a parliament.
A rarliament
bitten by really rabid animals. But is chosen for seven years, but may be
that you can't tell, people are so apt to dissolved at any time, even within the
I
think a dog mad that bites them. Nine first months of its existence.
·when
chances out of ten they· are mistaken. 1 dissolved its members have no claim
Hydrophobia is a very rare disease, and upon the unexpired
term of their
it seems quite remarkable that Prof. Pas- j office, but must take the chances of a
teur should have 1200 genuine cases new election.
I
from France alone.
During twenty j Hell Gate in the East River, Ne"\\
years of practice here I have known but York, has been blown 11p within a comone case in Washington.
So you see it paratively short
time because it was
~s~ard to t_cll just how much fa~th to put I deemed an obstruction, and yet in 1660,
m 10oculat1on. !found on talkmg with or thereabouts, a glowing tribute was
physicians in Paris that they feel about paid to Hell Gate, which was representas I do about it. They ure not quite ed as sending forth such a hideous roarconvinced yet, but are willing to be.
ing as to deter any stranger from attempting to pass it without a pilot, and
It Altered the Caso.
was therefore
an
absolute defence
"Made an arrest, did you?" iuqnircd against any hostile approach from that
a citizen as he halted beside an officer on direction.
Howard street who was watching the
Snow Plant of lbe Sierra.
patrol wagon on its way up the street.
If the reader will accompany me to
"Ye•, ·sir."
the Pacific coast I will take him up into
"Serious charger'
the Sierra N cvada 1\1ountains to some
''Ile wa&disturbing the peace."
"Ah I good thing you took him in. point above the snow line- for the flower
There's altogether too many rowdies I am about to describe never deigns to
appear below an altitude of 4000 feetaround. Did ho bite your hand?"
and show him the most magnificent
"Yes, sir."
"You ought to have usec1 yonr club oa crimson glory he ever saw growing right
him in return.
I have often asserted up out of the snow. It is called the snow
that you policemen dou't defend your- plant of the Sierra, and is the Sarcodes
selves ns you should. If I was an officer sanguinciL of John Torrey, the botanist.
and a ruffian bit me I'd break his head Pilgrims to the Yosemite Valley and the
Mariposa and Calaveras
groves
of
for him. Did you learn his name?''
Sequoia (or big trees), and to Lake Ta"He gave it as James Blank."
hoe from 1\Iay to July, may sec hundreds
"No! Young man with a check-suit
of these crimson spikes forcing their exand dark hat?"
quisite points through the surface of the
"Yes."
''He is my son!'' So you arrested him, snows which during those months lie 'f.
lingering in the lap of Summer here and
did you? Officer, I'll take your number,
The po 1•and if I don't get you off the force with- thero throughout the timber.
in a month my name is mud! You po- tion of the plant which is visible above
lice haTc taken altogether too many the snow is a bright rosy-crimson in color,
privileges to yourselves, and it's high and presents the very strongest contrast
time some one came to the front and sat to the dark green of the foliage of other
down on you. Arrested my son, eh? plants and the shimmer of the snow. Its
You prepare yourself to hear something root is succulent, thick, and full of moisture, and attaches itself to the roots of
drop !"-Detroit Free Press.
other plants; so it is probably one of
DiSCOUl'aged Men.
those curious members of the ve,,.ctable
A newspaper once contained an adver- world which arc known to bota~ists as
tisement for a man to fill a certain posi- !>arasites, and is, consequently, entirely
tion, which conduded with: "No dis- rncnpab!e of cultivation.
It can be
couraged men need apply." This was transplanted, however, and sometimes
worldly wisdom; for a discouraged man remains as fresh for weeks as when first-counts for very little in this world's taken up. The deer which roam in large
battle; he is defeated in advance; he numbers throughout the Sierra are exfaints in the day of adversity; he falters tremely fond of it, and it is not an unin the conflict; he halts in the race;. he common ci1cumstance to find a number
weakens beneath the burdens and trials of the plants uprooted and robbed of the
of active life. This world cau do very flesl~y part of their underground growth
little for discouragec1 men. It calls for (which is white) by these daiuty maraudmen of high hope; men who have not ers). The snow plant of the Sierra befound out that all is vanity and vexation long_to the natural order Orooan,;hacma,
of spirit; men who arc not weary chasing and 1s met with occasionally through
earth's mocking phantoms, and who are the whole of the S:crra region at an altiready for new enterprises and new op• tude of rising 4000 feet, but becomes
portunilies. - Gol,den Argosy.
rarer and rarer as the rambler approaches
the po.int of southern connectiou of the
Edward Everett and Judge Story.
Sierra Nevada mountains with the coa3t
I once heard a very good story told
or Sierra Madre rangc.-N.
Y. Times.
about Edward Everett.

I

II

I

I
I

I

He and Judge Story both were at a
public clinner.
After ordinary toasts
bad been given, Judge Story arose and
said:
.
"Fame follows fortune where ever 1t
(Everett) goes."
.
,
~vcrctt _arose and replied:
.
J
Here 1s to the legal profcsswn.
It I
has never got above the first Story."--!

When He !(new Jlel'.
"P,1," SHid Johnnie de Blank to his
father the other evening after supper,
"-lid y,m know ma long before you were
married?"
"No," said DcB., glancing askance at
the lady sitting opposite, "!didn't know
her till long after we were ma:t,ried.,,_
St. Puul IIerald.

Many people who use glasses seem to I
try and keep it a secret. They J)Ut them:
An Oculist
Tells
Some
Facts
in their pocket and only. use them when
th ey ar~ alone: Th.er~ is a ~reat de~l. of
A bout
His
Trade.
mechamcal skill required rn prov1dm~
HowGlasg Eyes are Worn by Some People ai~ to th e eyesig~it. When th ere is an_y•
th.mg wr_ong bchmcl the e_ye, any cl1sand Eye Glasses by Others.
:ase or d1so_rderof the optic nerve, t~at
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Yelk of one egg, one teaspooufu: of
•
sult, OD<l teaspoonful of ginger, three•
!Jl
drops of turpentine.
Beat the Jn<Yredi-1 0.
ent, together and spread it on a pi:ce of • ...
old nius1.1·n, np11lyin!! the poultice di- I 4'.
u
rectly to the part
aIBctcd.
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A tray fitted w;th little velvet-lined lS a professional matter for the oculist,
St
t'h R g 1·ned " a 1 ge
but the appliances for aidin<Y vision are I
Remedieat'or
Dl•&pepsill.
O
and require b mechanical
There are, doubtles 5 , some rea d ers I f"
compartments, out of which stares a mechanical
glass eye, is one of the objects in the knowledge, and oculists as a rule have ! who will, for rcaso~s of th eir own, hesitate to seek professional advice; for them ,
1
window of a store on Pennsylvania ave- none of that.- Washington Sta 1•.
these simple rules and remedies are I
It trents on beo.ltll.hygiene, physlcnlculture, and me4nue. It is surrounded by spectacles and
· ·
R
1t
a· t
th
·
~
icalsubjects,andisncurnpletecncyclopredla.ofiuformllr
cga
y
Borne
at
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•e
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e.
,
given.
egu
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your
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crw1se
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tion for suffering
humauil)' afflicted
with1long-standing,
1
11
I S k
eye glasses of various kinds and other
d
0
11
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The Seipgig Zeitung reminds its readers cure will be absolutely impossible. For
~
0
il1:i,;!c,;ubj:g s,':it
'/;~~~us,;~
'f.eaf11ia.l't \~~u~ai
articles s)ld by opticians. Inside the
-~SC:0:.-C
~~~~tl~e,;:-:;-;.i•.da~~·::n~~g
(;),rt~"n/:;J",nv'i.'t~.t1;~1)
n-;,:~~r;
store hanging around the walls are manv that one hundred years ago the punish- excessive acid risings, and the heartburn
01
mcnt of burnin!! a criminal to death was connected therewith, alkalies such as
o.cure are anowcrcd,o.ndvahiable iarorma.I!
~n e' fl!il des1,alrcd
~~n~fn~R~~-n~;~;kdG~:1~~v~oc~~~n;i:~fls°i131d.ecli{:~:;~.,s\~t
little screens or ilangers having on the~
I
Ir ~ ~ i.. ■ or aliiug parso11shouldhave It.
letters of difiereut size, from the huge carried out for the last time in Berlin. 1lime water, soda water, the bicarbonate 1 ~
It quotes from the issue of the time a of soda or magnesia will bring immedi- 1
YOUNG AND MIDDLE AGED Ml,N and others ·who
sntrer
0 from nervous and
1
type used on circus bills down to the
t
letter, written on August 18, 1796, by ate relief. These must not be taken in I rJ::v;,~:;~!~r:ui~.i;f:i~·
~~ct~~~;;:.~;e~:~ut1\~eoc'_!;~;;iN~:·
~~~.;-1K·i1~
Wge~'.'
r"A1:~e~~
g1':.';~~W'a'l
1
1
0
0
0
most minute type known to the printer.
an eye-witness describing the punish- too large doses, or for any prolonged ; !~'\i°;
;; 0; ~'ricJ
J~;g{uV:;:~t'.n1:i u~~{i~~i'i.c%!~~:;:~Jf,;'a?
t:;~,';,~';;[;J?~.:';
0';:'~~f{!;.~~a~~e~!
"Oh, yes," said the optician, whet
0
1
ment. All Berlin had been in consider- period, as the advantage gained by their
kin~·£i~tt f:i;l~r~xtbo~::m,r;';!Kil.practiced by uacks and medical Impostorswho professto
the Star reporter entered the store and able excitement for some days before. 1 use is only transitory, and in certain cou"pract1cemediclne,"andpointsouttbeon1ysafc,sim~eandeffectivero11dtobeo.ltb,..-1gorandbodily
I
enei1t,trlc Belt" and a.JIcurative appllance.sare treated upon; all about them-which are genuine,
asked about the glass eyes, ''I sell a great
It was seventy years since a similar pun- ditions they are capable of doing more I whicha.reboirus. Beltson thirty days trial (?) and other fallaciesre,·1ewed. Thousand•of dolla.l:
many. In fact, I control the trade here. ishment bad been earned out in the harm than good. In many forms of
111
~~~~~r;~i~rc";r1-;,~
_ tto".;;gf!f~~~g1~:i:~0%~h~:fi~~·H::11f"'l'HE I\EVIEW ,. nowin Its Dill
Never saw a person with an artificial
Prus.sian
capital,
and
it
was
supposed
dyspepsia,
especially
those
which
con-,
AddreP,~b'a~h~~:erREVIEW
~ I I 64 Broadway, New York.
eye? Well, there are a thousand people
that the enlightened views of the king, 1atipatlon and "bloating"
occur after
!!£i!r
Apply uowor vreserveour e.dd•ess,as yon may ~ot see tills notice""";"
in this city wearing them. I could take
you along Pennsylvania avenue now and no less a person than the Great Frederick, i meals, the following often proves an effi- I
would move him on to commute the cient preparation:
Bicarbonate of soda, ;
show you fifty persons with them, and
The criminal was a ser• powdered rhubarb, sugar of pepsin,
you would never suspect it. We keep a punishment.
'
•
9
0
large stock. Still one might keep a vant, one Hopner, convicted of robbery powdered ginger, 8ubnitrate of bismuth, I
thousand on hand, and that would rep• and setting fire to the house where his and powdered cubebs, each in equal
Any quantity may be orresent a great deal of money at $15 master and family lived. The scaffold quantities.
was raised from the ground seven or derecl, but three drams of each will be
IN GOLD
AND
SIL VER. AND
apiece, and some one might come in and
I
eight feet, upon which there was a frame- quite sufficient to prove whether or not
not be able to find in the whole thousand
I
Of
•
•
an eye that would match his sound eye.'' work secured with a door, making it a I the use of the remedy is judicious.
"What are they made oH" asked the sort of open oven, within which the I this powder from one-fourth to oneIN HANDSOME J PRESENTS
GIVEN AWAY.
condemned man was inclosed.
The half a teaspoonful may be taken in a
reporter.
I
"That is a secret which I have not dis- whole was cove"8 and surrounded with I wine glass of milk, water or coffee aftei·
wood and straw.
The culprit was eating, the dose being lessened if too ,
~ruE
POPULACR
MONTHL
y
'
covered myself," said the optician.
"I
a
taxative
action
is
induced.
After
I
have tried to melt the eyes made now brought from his prison at 6 a. m., and 'great
1
•
1
with a blow-pipe and could not do it. placed before the rath haus, and on be- the dyspeptic symptoms have disap• \
0
The glass eyes that used to be sold could
th!~~:~
1
be meltec1. They arc covered over with time, the officer of the court broke his the general
health.
As previously ! ._ ______
•_•s_E_A_R~c_n_T_H_E_sc_R_IP_T_u_R_E_s_A_T~<_)~_c_E-"._"
_______
,.
an enamel that is very durable."
AN EASY CHANCE
FOR A BIC REWARD.
Here the optician took a glass eye wand of office, and Hopner was handed stated, never should dyspeptics attempt
To the s~m~l~Bi~f:~su~:;'i~:.ns;;~{,\':f,~?;,r~b~~lr1i1~1:
/'s';t,r,o,ri-i,~';i"~~e{l::l86, our
On arriving at to treat themselvrs with patent medifrom the case and clapped it over one of over to the executioner.
KISS," we willdonatethe following:
rewa~ds:
1-Cash Present in Gold,......
$2,5CXJ
n-One
U_pn~~tPiano,valued,•••• $500
his own eyes, to show how it worked. the place of execution he was stripped to cines. If the simple treatment herein
his
shirt
and
inclosed
in
the
frame.
The
advised
does
not
prove
successful,
then
~~~!!~~ \~
g~bin~~t~;~~~y'.:
: : : : : : ~~
The eye v, ' delicately veined, just like
-i-Cash Present in Gold,....•.
:1,200 14-0nc DiamondBreastpm,. • • • •
too
pile was then tightened,
and it burned they should see a competent physician.
5-Cash Present in Gold, .....•
1,<X>O 15-0ne
Set_ F~rnit~1re, •••
_. • • • • 120
the natural optic.
I
6-Cash Present jn Gold,. . . • • • 6oo1~0ne SolitaireD1a_mond
R111g,
• • • 100
for
three
hours.
\
-Boston
Herald.
"It causes momentary pain when it is
j>~~:~:~~
f~<li~!~-t~tl1\\.;~~ht;.ll~l,_.
: : ;~
inserted for the first time," said the
9-Cash Present in Gold:. . • • • • 200xg--0neLad~cs'Pair ~racclcts,. • • • 50
Tho Flying D atchman.
Ear Ache ~nd Le~ ,Ache.
10---Cash
J>rcsentin Gold,.. . . . . 100 20---0neSewing~!achine,••• •;• ·•-• 50
optician.
''It does not move at first.
It is a fact not o-enerally known that
One of our httle gms has been
To the next 20, each a SolidGold,Vatch,worth$100 each.
To the next 50, each a SolidSilver"\,Vatch,
worth$25 each.
It is like a new shoe, which has to be- the Flying Dutch~an wan. a real ship !troubled with_ car ache si~ce her baby·
To the next 100, eachan Eleg:1.nt
PhotographAlbum,worth$5 each.
To the next 125, c:1cha SolidGoldRing, worth$2 each.
come fitted to the foot. In a few days, and its captain a real character.
In the hood, says Orissa Potter m Goocl HoullbTo the next 185, an Eleg:rntBook,each worth $1.50.
however, it becomes well fitted in the early seventeenth century when compe- keeping. No sores have gathered, but a
If a competitorshouldfailon the first he willstand a chancefor one of our
socket and will turn and move just as tition between the Dutch' and English cold or ex~osure to a strong wind is _al•
MIDDLE
REWARDS.
To the 158 persons·whosenamescomein the middle,countingfromnumberone to
the sound eye docs, following all its for East Indian trade ran high, one ship, most certam to cause her_ acute suffermg
the last received,we willdonatethe followingrewards:
First Cash rrcsent in Gold,.....••.
$r.25\Fifth
Cash Present in Gold,••••••
$100
motions, unless the wearer t·.1rns his real plying between Rotterdam and Java, i w1:h ear ache. After trymg nearly every•
SecondCash Pre!-entin Gold,, .••.
500 Sixth Cash Present in _Gold,.. • • • •
75
11
eye far out of the natural lines of vision. was known as the Flying Dutchman. Its thmg that I have seen or heard recom•
1
1
}~:1rr~hcc~
~:r)~~~~~!
ii;'G~1~,·.:
:
:
:
~~~
~J;~~l~hc';:h\~~;~;~~ti1:
c~~d.~·--:
:.
:
:
;~
I
Some persons will wear the same eye captain and owner 7vas one Bernard . mended, I have settled on this applica•
eacJt'.~:i~e;:st~• e'l'~\to~~x~";~·eaJh$~i/~;;
1:_o,each $5 in cash. lo the next 20,
three months, others for ten years. A Fokke, whose name deserves to be ex- : tio~ as giving surest and q~ickcst relief.
LAST RE.WARDS.
stonecutter or bricklayer or a person who humed as that of the first man who used It 1s a flannel ba(; stuffed with hops and
To those who are too late for any of the above.rewardsa specialopportunitys_tlll
remains. To the 353persons whose names come 1n last we willdonatethe following
works in dust is apt to wear out an eye iron in the construction of a ship. Sheets wrung fro~ h~t vinegar.
I lay the b~g
sooner than other people. The fine dust of iron were visible in many parts of , over the ch1ld s car, as hot as she will
rew¥i~~e l:.l.st
nameon the list,$500in cash. To the next to the last n~mewe willgive
$300 cash. To the third namefromla~twe willrg,ive
$200
in cash. To the ~1e:xt
50, each
cuts the enamel. Yes a person looks Fokke's ship, and the populace, kn.ow- bear it, cover the whole sicle of the f~cc
$10 in cash. To the next roo,each $5m cash. lo the next 200, each $2.50 m cash.
1
TOTAL
VALUATION
OVER
$21,000.
much better with au artificial eye than ino- well that iron naturally sinks grew 'with dry flannel, and change the hop
Jlar"Eachcompetitormustin every case send S2.00 for one year's subscriptionto
with a disfigured eye-socket.
It is per- su:picious when this one, inst:ad of I bag as often as _it become_s ,cool. The
THE POPULAR l\10NTHLY,with their answer. ~Ko answerwillbe rccor~cd
unlessaccompanied
by the cash,for whichw~ willsend,postp:i.i<l,
our splcnd.id
J,,lagazme.
sonal vanity that makes some get them, sinkino- surpassed all other~ in swift- warm steam fillmg the child s ear soon
Presentst:bscrihcrscan competeby payingfor anotheryc;1ror for a fncnd.
The regub.rsubscriptionpriceof our elegantMagazine.1s only$2 a yenr, so
but others wear them for comfort. We ness. 01
relieves the pain. Stuffing the ear with
sell more in winter than at other seasons.
YOU PAY NOTHINC
FOR COMPIETINC
It seemed uncanny as the Scotch say. the "heart of a roasted onion," tricklings
for the abovepresents. The gifts will be sent to the successfulones,:indtheir names
It protects the sensible parts of the eye. Wiseacres of the wharf shook their heads of molasses, wads of peppered cotton,
publishedin our Decemberissue of THE POPULAR ll10"1TflLY.
Don't delay.
The ~1:igazine
is worthmu~hmoretl:tax:,.
the m'!n~y,and\:: answ1:r_ing
qui~!dyyou mll'.
Most people who wem· them take them as the big taciturn captain passed to his and ~umps of m~tton tallow, has never
1 1011
LeAReif()eJ~f1\\~~~\i\l~(~~hi~h
h~~~
~fv!~ctJch~~~~~:~at1~f:~;i~
1, _
of
lllE
POP out at night ancl place them in water ship which
defied the laws of I yet, 1~ ~y ~xpencnce, eased ear ache,and
Every parentshouldencouragechildrento enter this contest. Besidesfamiliarizing
80
thiemsclveswith the Bible they secure a highly-deservingFamilyl\bga.zinc,and also
and at the same time wash out the eye- specific gravity. With what dark power I such irntatmg messes crowded or poured
a chancefor oneof the rewards. VVe
refer to over 28,000 subscribers. \Ve enter every
socket. You cannot tell an artificial of the air or the waTe was he in league 1 , into the deiicate labyrinth of the ear may
letter in the order received,and number the names as recorded in our subscription
books: hence there can be no mistakes. If you 9o not get one of the brgcst you may
eye from a real one if it is properly When from one of his voyages the Fly- \ do mischief.
get one oi the sm:1llcr_rcw:1.rds!
and thu~be amplyrepaid. If y~mdon't get anythit~g
.
. .
but our Magazineyon willbe satisfied,as 1thas no equal at the pnce. No answer:-:
will
<itted.
ino- Dutchman never returned these sus j Another child is a victim of leg ache.
be recordedbearingpostmarkdate later than November30,:r886.Youmu!-tsendbe"Row do you test cye-sight1" in0
0
pi~ions organized into the seed from ; tnheritecl, possiLly, for well do °'!'e refore
,}~E
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quired the reporter, looking around at
1
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which grew the well known superstition.
memb_erwhat we su~ered from 1ts torr:s~r,;~::~!~e:1e~~t~~~ni~;·~i:hjn~h
!~~-acl~f!11~e\V~
~~~:e?\nI~~;!~:s.
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the assortment of' printed letters that
1
It was whispered that, in trying to I tur~s rn our own ch_1ldhood. Hea~ a~d
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POs;~L~fi't1ioi-:-~Htr~e;er~en~~:i
;,hJ
adorned the walls.
round the Cape of Good Hope, the iron \ moisture gave us relief, and followmg m
by·JANE MALCOLM Al'BHEV, whichis pronouncedby the critics,whor<:viewcd.
it before
"That is some.thing I have been learn. b
acceptanceto be the most powerfullyconstructed,masterlypreservedin detail,and so
d h
t dl d •
b k our mother's footsteps, we have routed
thoroughlyappreciative,"that it canl!~tfailb~t raisethe standard.of11odcrnSociety."
oun ~ ip ~as repea e Y nv_en . ac
night after night from our warm quar•
ing for 30 years," said the optician with
~~;t~t:;: ::.ti~~ to~~i:e~~D~1t1!'~~Jilo1id:/tJ;:li:._subscnbers the benefit. A.•
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a smile. "To tell you all in a few words by storms, till at last the. capt:un
.
.carThe followingis a partiallist of the namesof thosewllowereawardedpresents
would be impossible. It is something "I will round that cape if it tak_cs me fires ancl fill frosty kettles from water
in our January, 1886, and M:irch,1886, BibleCompetitions:
.
.
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x. Chas.I,.ishwick,
Atchison,Kas., $2,500(. 2. Kate Bradford,Morr1ssonv11le,
Rafls
that comes by practical experience. One till judgment day I" Then a voice" ~f i pal.ls thickly crusted with ice, that we
i~~.:tf ~:°i.'et;f,i,;,, ~~•}'1j3~~tl~rc~'.Y, ~;~.,~G~~•a~d,\\:k'.:$5,;.,
( l_u~~~a~:;:'.
may have theoretical knowledge, but he thunder echoed down the _sky- ti~ miO'ht get the writhing pedal extremities
1
0
~~d:~i!itK~i~b~:~1>n~n°d~::v
lnlY'~.1Y.,4\~:~ J;.h~~~;, i.eE_c5;~,m~~llef:~:
must have piactical cxpencnce also. judgment da~ !" So the Flymg Dute - of ~ur little heir into a tub of hot water
Ark., Grand Upright Piano,$500; 10. MissL. S!e,,.-art,344State street, Chicago,l!l.,
. kl y as poss1'bl e. B ut 1at e•1y we
When a man comes in to get a pair of man was believed to be doomed to try I as qmc
I~~i~ud~bdt6c;1h~',;nGexl:,ri'lr:~~-ti;:!~;;t~a;;~:b•~;.t ~';:~·~1$C~~nr;
glasses you will watch him very closely, ancl r~und t~~ cape till Judgment clay. have learned all this work and exposure
Ci_cero,N. _Y., Set of Furniture, $120; ,4. Chas.J;ohnson, R0rHord,
111.,?ohtaire
11
see how he looks about him, and get -Philadilpli1a Press.
is needless. We simply wring a towel
~'.aroP~B~~n!~~if.'J.,
'tht;:a·. Bllln,t,~;A;fac]~f;j
,'.}:.;t1'.~·$:,'ta";
;.-Mr;;1J~%gn~~:
some idea of the defects of his vision
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::r8~ct\:;~, Hichcock,
A Farming Experiment.
from salted water-a bowl of it standing
from that.
Then it 1s necessary to know
Write to ANY OF THESE PARTIES
iC you want any Curther proof,
A.lmost e-rery one has heard the story \·in our sleeping room ready for such an
what his habits of readmg are, whether Mark Twain tells about Henry Ward\ emergency-wra~ the lim~ in it fr~m
1
0
cont~:,.'~.;t~t~·fri:s 0t :1t:~::ro~?At1vahn~a,WTe;~:r~h~
,~1,:~;;,:;;d
he reads in the morning or at night, and
you willsend us a 2-ccntstampwe will send Y?U a hst _ofover 1,500 ~ho were awarded
Beecher when the latter first indulged in I ankle to knee, without takmg th~ hc~ld
presentsrangingfrom$1 to $2,000. The followm~receiptspeaksfor itself:
other circumstances that might affect the
J..Tc:H1 ■ 0K, K.u., January 19, 1886.
the luxury of amateur farming. The from his be~, and then swathe ';1t
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case. Yes, 'many people delay getting
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"Some people have two pairs-one
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THE POPULAR MONTHLY,.
for i·cading, one for the street," sug· made a stateme12t of expenses and gains \
Fully Demonstrated.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.
gestcd the reporter:
.
~o find ou_thow he sto~d with his farm• \ Since it became fashiouable for young
"They h1wc a pair for short distances , mg ex~cnment.
He discovered that he ladies to wonr a collar and necktie, their
and another. for seeing
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$15 for
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. .
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You neTer see a lady with
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50 eta.
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THE

HOUSEKEEPER.
DOTSON ECONOMY.

No good housekeeper
will deem it beneath her dignity to economize in small as
well as large things.
If her husband's salary is small, it should be her pleasure as
well as her duty to look sharply after things
coming under her supervision, so that he
may lay by a small sum each month against
misfortune.
The secret of making one
hundred cents buy a full dollar's worth is
in taking care of that purchased with the
money.
No matter how cheaply you buy,
if you do not get full value in use of any
article, you cheat yourself.
It is a poor way to economize to go thinly or shabily dressed, and still less is it desirable to eat inferior articles of food because they are cheap.
Pennies carelessly
spent run away with the dollars.
No sensible person will cast odium on a lady for
being prudent in the management
of her
home. There are ways to make pennies
do double duty; but one must be wary and
untiring in her efforts or they will slip
through her fingers dimes and nickels,too.
It requires mostly self-denial to save money by dollars, but if"money saved is money earned,"
it can b<t done in ways that
only require vigilance and industry.
It is
cheaper to buy a good thing and wear it
two seasons, than to purchase a less costly garment every year. In the first place,
one has the satisfaction of being well dressed, and the garment does not grow old and
shabby as quickly as a cheaper one, and
will invariably bear sponging, turning and
making over, sometimes looking quite as
well as new. Then all kinds of cotton and
linen
house-furnishing
goods can be
bought ten or fifteen per cent cheaper by
the dozen or other quantities,
as towels,
napkins, and sheeting.
I neYer ad,·ocate buying needless or extravagant articles of food; but if one can
pay easily for groceries and meat and buy
in quantities instead of singly or by the
pound, the amount saved is even greater
than in dry goods. After house-cleaning
-spring
and fall-buy a stock of groceries
that will keep for half a year, thereby saving money and the embarrassment of having to borrow when you suddenly find
yourself out at an inopportune time. Eggs
carefully packed for winter use are well
\\'Orth buying in the fall when they are
cheap. Butter, too, and coffee, tea, chocolate, sugar, spices, t>xtracts, currants, raisins, baking powder, soap, bluing, starch,
canned fruits, good dried fruits, (which
are cheaper and much more wholesome
when well cooked), rice, hominy, sago,
pearl barley, farina, split peas, beans,dried
corn, molasses, vinegar, oat-meal, corn
meal, graham flour, buckwheat, and numerous other articles; these "·ill, if well
cared for, keep an indefinite time. Then,
too, stove poli h, scouring brick, silYer
polish, brooms, etc., can be added to the
list. A six months stock laid in at one
time will co t nearly one-fourth less than
if bought in small quantities and at various times. One must pay for all the flom
sacks, paper bags and boxes that hold
small amounts; eYen the twine parcels are
tied \\·ith comes out of somebody's pocket.
Before you do it, however, unless you have
a large store-rnom, light and dr,v, think
t,Yice. It should be supplied ,dth all sorts
of mice and fly proof receptacles for holding various things.
Don't even attempt
to poke all these things away in corners
and dark closets in the wrapping papers.
Destruction and dire disaster would surely
follow; for, let me tell you, unless these
things are \\-ell cared for, there will be
nothing saved. Canned fruit, vinegar,
eggs and bluing should be put where they
cannot freeze. Dried ,ruits, raisins and
currants, in glass or stone to keep moist
and away from flies. An old tin boiler is
an excellent thing to hold dried fruits.
Then they can be left in paper sacks, especially if they are examined occasionally,
and heated in the oven if there is the smallest signs or worms.
Be careful yo11 do
not scorch them, they are ruined if you do.
Hominy, farina, peas, etc., empty out of
the little paste board boxes they come in,
into an old tin pail, or something you can
cover securely from the mice. Soap and
starch put into a box; sugar into \\'elldeaned butter firkins coYered; coffee and
tea keep their strength better in tin, air
tight boxes or cans. The care of clothing
is fully as important an item in the economical managementofhouseholtl
expenses.
Careful folding and dusting after using
garments is a great saving in lustre and
fonr,; also a decided distinction made between those you \\'ish for best, and seemed best i another mode to prolong the
beauty of wearing apparel.
If carelessly
worn, how quickly .a.garment \\'ill be fitted
tCJperhaps an ungainly form, baggy and
shmy.
It is so with working a:-ound the
kitchen in one's best dress. An apron
does not altogether sa·ye it. T"-o minutes
will ch1tnge it for one you care less for.
l{ugs spread over the carpet, in ,vinter
when they receive the most wear, though
not always artistic in appearance, arc cert ,inly a \\'Orthv and simple means to make
them last longer.
Crocheted tidies or covers for a lounge or large covered chair in

the sitting-room,
answer an admirable
purpose in keeping clean. They wash a1,d
wear ·well made of turkey-red oil-boiled
cotton or fine seine twine, or a strip of
brown Turkish toweling pinned on with
afety pins is pretty and durable for covers. A crumb cloth is indispensible in a
dining room. For every day wear, dark
blue, or red table cloths with a small,
white, fringed tea cloth spread under the
mats where the meat, gravies. and Yegetables are served, make a table look neat,
and a spread thus protected ~the tea cloth
or large napkin can be changed often as
twice a week,) will do service for a month.
Silver wears better if kept bright.
Electro
Silicon is one of the best polishes made
for that purpose.
As for kitchen economy, it begins in the
smallest things and ends nowhere.
It is
difficult to tell wherein one cannot economize. The bits of butler sticking to the
plates after meals if carefully saved in a
small tin can, will in a few days make a
good-sized cake. After bread is cold,wrap
each loaf separately in a piece of linen or
a napkin, and pack side by side in the
bread box or tin, and do not disturb until
needed. ,vhen cutting bread for use, always turn the cut end down on the board
until you want more; it "·ill prevent drying. Cheese keeps better wrapped in a
cloth in a cool place, than it does in a
crock, unless moldy cheese is not objectionable.
If it dries it can be grated and
used over macaroni; meat fryings carefully poured off from the sediment in the bottom of the pan into a bowl each time, will
keep one more than supplied with grease
for ordinary warming-up purposes.
Lard
that fish has been fried in should be put
by itself and tightly coYered. It can be
used many times if kept in a cool place;
and fish fried in a lot of_grease as you
would doughnuts is far crisper, browner,
and less greasy than if onl_v a little lard
had been used. ;\feat keeps better in an
airy place, the cooler the better.
Broiled
porter-house steak is always delicious and
nutritious.
If the long narrow end is cut
off before it is broiled, and the pieces used
for soup or meat pie, it is not the most expensive. meat. These ends are never eaten
when broiled.
They shrivel up and are
tough; whereas, if they are used in pie or
soup they are fine flayored and cook tender. In "·inter these bits of meat and
bones will keep a week or more. It is better to cut all the bone out of the meat before broiling, as they burn and smoke the
meat while broiling.
A nice way is to
plan to have certa;n meals on successive
days, and repeat ,the order every week.
Beginning Monday, a boiled corn beef and
cabbage dinner, or the remainder of Sunday's roast warmed over. Tuesday, meat
pie. There is invariably a hot oven for
pie-baking that day from ironing.
\Vednesday, broiled steak smothered in onions
for a change sometimes is relished. Thursday, baked beans and a pork stew. Friday, fish or oysters, fried or baked.
Saturday, steak again, and Sunday a rnast of
beef or mutton.
l confc,s to particularly
enjoying a good dinner Sunday.
If one
over-eats that clay he may take a rest after,
so there will be no impairment of the digestive organs.
It is economical to use soft coal to do
one's weekly baking on ironing days, and
to count heads in the famil_v when wondering how much to cook; and how much
soap can be saved by punching holes in a
small tin pan and keeping the soap for
dish-washing purposes in it. :Now take it
out, set the tin, soap and all, in a pan of
hot water a few moments.
Enongh soap
will come out and none will be wasted.
Oil cloths will wear longer if no soap is
used on them.
Use skimmed milk and
,\.-ann ,vater.

Burning kettles and tins when cooking
shortens the period of their usefulness.
Tins half dried after washing soon rust
out. Cracked earthern ware should never
be used. A burned and battered up tea
kettle is certainly not a thing of beauty,
but a shining array of tins and a bright
kettle are ornamental, and a joy to a good
housekeeper's
heart.
Sapolio soap is unexcelled for scouring
tins and copper.
Cold tea and tea leaves
make house-plants
grow thrifty.
,vhen
canning fruit, mix red currants (about a
third) ·with your huckleberries, sweeten a
little more than you otherwise would, and
my word for it, both kinds of !hut will be
improved thereby.
•
Do you want to hear any more of my
dearly earned experience ?-Emily Jane, in
llouseke,?jJer.

W'HATTRUEJYIERI'l'
WILL DO.
The unpreeedentecl
sale of Boschee's
German Syn1p within a few years, has astonished the world. It is without doubt
tlte safest and best remedy ever discovered
for the speedy and effectual cure of Coughs,
Colds and the severest Lung troubles.
It
acts on an entirely different principle from
the usual prescriptions
given by Physicians. as it does not dry up a Cough and
leave the disease still in the svstem, but on
the contrary removes the cause of the
,rouble, heals the parts affected and leaves
them in a purely healthy condition.
A
bottle kept in the house for use when the
diseases make their appearance, will save
doctor's bills and a long spell of serious
illness.
A trial will convince you oi these
facts. It is positively sold by all druggists
and general dealers in the land. Price, 75
cts., large bottles.
eow 41

SCROFULA
I ,lo not helie"e t.hat
A ,·er's
Sarsaparilla
has au eqnal as a cum
for Scrufu Ions Humors. It is plcasa11•
to take, gh·es strength
to the 1.,o<ly,an,! produces a more permanent res111t than auy
me,lidne I ever use,l.
-E.
Haines, North
Limhtle, Obio.
I lnwe used Ayer's
Sttrsaparilla,
in my
famill-, for Scrofula,
an,\ "know, if it is
taken faithfully it will
thoro11:;:hl,v eradicate
this tcl'l'ible disease.
-,V.F. Fo\\'ler,l\I.D.,
Green\'ille, Tenn.
For forty years. I
ha,·e s11ffere1l wllh
Er?sipelas.
I have
tried ,·arious remedrn•
for my complarnt, hut
found no relief until
I commenced usrnir
Ayer's
Sarsaparilla
After taking ten bottles of this med1c111eI
am completely cnre,i.
-J\L
C. Amesbury,
Rockport, Me.
I have suffered, for
)Tears, from Catarrh,
which "·as so seYere
that it destroyed my
appetite anti weakcnc,l my system.

Humors,

Erysipelas,

SHERIDAN'S

MA

CONDITION

POW-DER!

Sheridan's
HENSCures
Condition
.
Powder

LAY
"t'

Canker,and

Catarrh,

~'.~~lie~:\!,~fiio~t~~~

Can be
cured by
purifying
the blood
with

1\:hr\ beg!:~at;arWra~
and, in a few months,
was cured. - Susan I,.
Cook, !IO!lAluany st.,
Boston, l\Iass.
A,ver's Sarsaparilla
is superior
to any
blood pmilier that I
ernr tried.
I ha,-e
taken it for Scrofula.
Canker,
and SaltH.hen1n, an,l rPcei\·etl
murh 1,enelit from it.
It is iroo,l, also, for
a weak stomach. ;'l[illie ,Jane Peirce, S.
Bra,lfonl, ;\lass.
*

Chicken
Cholera.

Pl

-,.

.;t

A1)t.!'.~)

\..1,~-~1~

1l~t.t-I

-~
LQw~r
~

~

ll.B~f)~ fliil3l!D,

11Iil~fi)8

Lnca,; & Uislwp wishPS to inform the pnblic that they arc prepared to fnrnish
anything in their line at Boston prices, as they exchanges_ goods manu factmed by
themselves for "Oods in th(} \Vatch and ,Jewelry line. winch enables them to give
better prices th~n ever. Just consider some of our prices.
We will sell Wm. Ellery 11 jewelled key winding Watches, 3-ouncc silver case,
for $12.00.
Broadway i jewelled in silver case, for $8.00-nickel
case $6.50. Nu7 Elgin. 7 j<·wels, in nickel case for S(:i.50, in ,;ilver case $8.00.
No. 13 Elgin, in 3ounce silver case for $12.00.
Rockford, Hampden,
and Illinois
\Vatch Co. 'sat
proportionately
low prices.
Knights of Labor Pins from 35 cents to $2.00.
We
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and Spoons at the following prices:
KNIVES-Rogers'
Best, $,l.00; 2d, $3.50. Sheffield, $2.00;
Standard
Silver
Plate Co .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
A I, $6.00; Wallace Brnthers',
$,LOO; Standard
Silver Plate
Co., 3.50.
SPOO~S-Tea,
$3.00 per tlozen; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table, $1.15 per pair.
Masonic. Odd Fellow, and all othPr rmblems at low prices for cash.
We have
full line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins, Pins and Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
stone or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can furnish at short notice.

Ayer'sSarsaparilla,
Fine

Prepared hy nr. ,J.C. Ayer&, Co., Lowell, Mass.
rrice $1;
six bottles, 85.

TVatch Repairing
in all its branches, also Sewing Jliachzne and
Jfodels built at short notice, and all kinds small Jliachine
PVork done in a wo1-kmanlike manner.

Lucas

&.

Bishop,

Opposite the Dept,

WINTER IS COMINC

ADVERTISERS

NewspaperAdver-tising
10 Spruce
St., New
lOcts.
for 100-Page

send

Canton, Me.

The Royal B Atlantic, Modern Atlantic, and Mikado
ranges, the Popular Cook stove, and the Dining Room .Companion. For parlor wood stoves we have the Sunshine and
Elmwood and Radiant; also the ''Sparkle'' Coal Stove.

Bureau,
York.
Pamphlet.

WANTED!

FARMING TOOLS.

100 FAMILIES

The Yankee Plow-the best in Oxford County, Shovels
Spades, Hoes, Manure Forks, etc.

TO MAK.El COATS
Sewincr Machines
furnished if wanted
and the" "ork delivered at your homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
Dixfield, nle., or to ,l. A. Bucknam &
Co. )lecbanic
Falls, Me.
5 ltf

Also Glass Ware, Fruit Jars, Flower Pots, Hanging
Lamps, Pumps, Sinks, Lead Pipe, Paints and Oils, Carpenter's
Supplies, Table and Pocket Cutlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron
work done to order. Prices to suit the times.

WANTED!

E. F. GOULD
& CO.,CANTON,
ME.

A competant man for Oxford County, to canvass
and take nrclers for HO,VE'S
P.-\TE:ST
ADfUSTABLE
SLIDIXG
\VINDOW
SCREENS.
Best selting goods ever offered to agents.
Terms
nd 0
1
a
& co., ~~:,gusta, ;'.fe.

t\\~1
0~~[f~·P.'i1

At the "Old DeCoster
ed to do all kinds of

Carriage

CaITia[B
RBDairin[
andawFilin[.
6tf

1000

feet

1-2

BUCKFIELD.

Shop," is prepar-

~General

Stock of Dry Goods. Groceries, Paints, Oils,

inch Bass Boards wanted

Paper Hangings, Carpetings, Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.

Boot & Shoe Maker.
Over P. llo<lg-<''s hla<'.k~mith shop. All
kin1l~ of repairing.
Custom making to
me~surr, from Thomas' celebrated calf to
finest French.
Onlers soliciterl.
3-87

:North T1u•uer I-louse,
ELIAS KEENE, PROP'R,
No. Turner, Maine.
Ample room
rnodatio11s.

and first-class

acc0m-

Stand for Sale.
At Gilhertdllc,

)fe.,ncar

railro,.id crossing.

One

J~i:1;e~tb~1~~~ut~~~t~/
J ~~n~~,~~~~1 J
1

~~~':n~f
a:~<I~i:~ ~f
particular!:; apply at Canton Jiousc, to
l\tf
N. L. MEAXDS, Canton, Me.

C. B. Bridgham,

M. D.

EuckfieldVillage, :Me.
Ofticc

a:t Rer-.idcnce

Where al orders should be left, and hi
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9

Complete
Assortm
Of Everything

Wanted at a Country Store.

Pay Cash & Buy Cheap
,ve buy for Cash by the car-load, save freights and profits
which enables us to sell closer to cost than others, and to Cash
patrons "\Viii Sell as Low as Any Man tJan.
fields are •carce. bat tbo,e who write to
Stmson & Co .. Portland, Maine, will receive

Go
Lil

1
~b~i
cf:~ d~~~;f~~~~t ~~~!,;~~~ift~~:
tbem from $5 to 125 per day. Some hnve

earned over$50 tn a day. Either sex. young or aid. Capital
nol required. You are started free. Those who st!'rt at once
o.re absolutely sure or snug little fortune■• All LIS
new.

Job Printing

At Low Prices,nt
Telephone

Office.

ADVERTISERS
~~i:t;:~s~~:~
:~;=i~
e::i:::
.1~;;.t;~;~~d:t~c;~;
LORD
&THOMAS,
0

on advertising space when in Chicago, will find it on file at

5

~

is on file in Philadelphia
at the Newspaper Adver,
THISPAPER
Agency
Messrs.
--

----

tiRing

of

N. W. AYER & SON, our authorized agents.

N'S
N

Communications, Etc.
OURBOSTON
LETTER.

RI

ken
olera.

r
to fnrnish
actnred by
m to give

ilver case,

6.50.

No-

'lgin, in 3h Co.'sat

2.00.

We

ard

Silver

ilver

Plate

5 per pair.
,ve have
, crape, jet,

chine and
ine

, Me.

C

The Boston Dispensary has, since 1796,
given gratuitous
medical and surgical
treatment to 931,344 patients, of which
36,956 have been treated during the current year.
Glenarm won $150, in three ,n1ccessiYe
heats at ·Mystic, the 14th inst. Best time
2.23~. Ile did nobly, and reflects credit
upon Dirigo equine steppers.
Chub took
fourth money, earning $25 for his skilled
mrner. The next day Chub in reaching
evidently for second money, found his
nose just six inches too long, and got a
record of 2.27. The leader, in approaching the wire, broke, and Chub's secondmoney momentum sent him under first.
"The best laid plans of mice and men
gang aft agley."
It was a six-heat race
and Chub again took fourth moncy,which
he "·oulcl not have clone but for the heat
he won.
A statistician
estimates
that Europe
pays $1,500,00 per day to maintain its arm_v. This present• a theme that it is good
to reflect upon in contrasting Europe with
our national home; "The land of the
blest," indeed.
If not primarily from philanthropic sympathy, every village 111the State of Maine
in any way susceptible to the ravages of a
conflagration, ought in their own interest
and behalf at least, send a generous contribution to fire-swept Eastport.
Do as
you would be clone by, for you are not able
to say "who next," and realize that you
are exempt from disaster.
Our next U. S. Senator is a descendant,
in the seventh generation, of Thos. Clark,
who was mate of the Mayflower of 1620.
His initials are J. D. L.
The sea serper.t will not be interviewed
as per journal.
Spirits de fermenti delayed the embarkation indefinitely.
Great park and street way improvements
are prospective for the West End. Commonwealth Avenue 200 ft. wide to Chestnut Hill reservoir; Broadway to be extended to Park Square.
Doe & Hunnewell, art furniture dealers,
remove to 14 Arlington Sq. "Go West,"
old business.
Our Fire Marshal's name will not be
SHOMER.

Special Premium List.

BosTON, Oct. 20, 1886.
·when political partisans applaud the
taking up of an important issue by their
opponents as they did at the recent "Bay
State Club" banquet, it must be inferred
that they were moved to do so by some
understood benefit that was to accrue to
them.
When U.S. Dist. Attorney Stearns
referred to the (to use his own words)
"resurrection
from the graveyard of the
past, by the Mass. Republican State Convention, of the prohibition
issue," his
Democratic listeners applauded very s.piriteclly. The question, why did they doso?
immediately came up before our mind·s
eye. ·why i~ the Democratic party's chances
for the ascendancy enhanced by the action
of the Republican
party in endorsing
Temperance Prohibition?
I haYe several
democratic prohibition
readers who vie
with their republican neighbors in pledg$5.00 TVate1-b11y U'arch, Chain and
ing party conventions to prohibition, and
$15 Improved Si1t.!!er Sewing LII~chine.
The former price of this mach111e was Charm. A nice looking time keeper tha~in individual practical enforcement of temunprincipled
speculators often '·trade" oft
$75 before the patents ran out. The presperance, whom I very much respect for
upon the unwary for $ro to $15; but can
ent price is $+5·
be had of rP.sponsible dealers for $5.00. It
their devotion to principle, fidelity, party
We furnish "·ith each Machine a beauti- is well worth the low price named, and a
and goodness in our common quality; and
ful set of Attachment,,
consisting of 1 great bargain
at our offe1_--\Vaterbu1:.-·
RUFFLER, 1 TUCKER, and 1 SET HElVI- \Vatch, Chain and Charm with one year·s
were their party in control and were they
MERS.
We
also
furnish
the following subscription to the TELEPHONE for only
its elective officers, it is probable that par!quipment
of Tools and Accessories:
1 $4-00. With any other periodical for onty would just as securely and speedily adFoot-Hemmer,
1 Screw Driver, 1 \Vrench, ly $3.00 in addition to subscription price.
vance this cause as by the present regime
1 Oil Can and Oil, 1 Guage, 1 Gauge- Sent by mail post paid to any address, as
Screw, r extra Throat-Plate, 1 extra Check- above.
it progresses.
I am aware that the lines
Spring, 1 package Neeclle_s, 6 Bobbins ,~nd
between the two great parties do not
The above is a cut of our National Par- 1 Instruction Book-makrng
the Mach111e
lor, and we belie,·e is the handsomest par- fully equipped with every article necessary,
mark the boundaries of temperance and
lor stove put upon the market this y :ar. It and Complete in every respect and ready
drunkenness, prohibition and anti-prohiis made in three sizes, and is now 111 stock for work.
bition; yet in the old Bay State the only
in our building.
Do not purchase until
hope the Democratic party entertains of
you have seen this stove and get our price. Every?,!,.chine
Warranted.
ForFive Years.
$5.00 Famil1 Scale, weighs accurately
Besides the above we shall have in stock
success at the coming election is occasionThese Machines are of superior work1t
and at our bottom prices the Fir,t Nation- manship, finely adjusted, and first-class in from a half ounce up to 240 pounds.
ed by the incorporation of the principle of
has a heavy Tin Scoop and also a Platform
al, Record, Groveland, Frankfort,
Blos- every respect.
constitutional
prohibition by the Republirox13 1-2 inches, which is large enou?h
som, Bud, Art Bos~more, Low, Art Tile
The PARTS are made by Steel Guage for a barrel or large bag. Every family
cans in their party platform.
It is anticiStoves, Bowdoin, Soiace, New Octagon,
Comfort, The Nation, Peninsular,
and a and must come out Perfectly Exact, and needs one. Any person paying $1.25 for
pated that more rum Republicans will rethose
having the most wear a_re made or a year's subscription to the TELEPHONE,
host of others.
frain from voting than there will be temOur ranges are complete in every re- the Finest Steel, and fitted with the ut- and $3.50 additional, w;ll recei,·e this $5.00
most
precision.
perance Democrats voting the Republican
Family Scale, delivered on board cars or
spect. Bottom prices are assured.
We
to any express company in Chicago.
The MATERIALS
AKD METALS
will sell an v of the above for cash or on
ticket or against their pa1·ty. The rum
liberal crelit, as desired. but especially re- used are of the finest quality, and selected
Democrats have to stimulate them the suc$12.00 WEBSTER'S UXADRIDGED D1cquest intending bu )'ers to call early, as we ,vith great care.
cess of their party in 1874 on this same isTI0NARY, late edition in sheep binding.
can guaraatee more prompt shipment.
The LOOSE BALANCE WHEEL
is a \Vith TELEPH0:\'E one year only $ro.oo.
sue, though it was not as clear cut then as
Pipe, Ma't and Leg Rests go with eYery very important
imp1·ov€:ment, and con- With any other periodical for only $9.00
Stove.
now. Then it was more the individuality
structed so that the Bobb111s can be "·ound in addition to subscription
price. Not
Freight i~ prepaid to out of town buyers
without running the machine or remoYing
of the candidate than ought else. Now it
post paid.
the work therefrom.
is a plain declaration as well as a clean
THE Str.\l'.NER
SEEDSMAN.
ANOTHER
'MARKED
IMPROVE$1.00 Grant Picture,
Bufford's
India
practical temperance
candidate;
and if
MENT is the Self-Threading E_velet,Check Tint, on plate paper, size 21x28 inches.
public sentiment were n'ow as it was then,
With
TELEPHONE
one
year
only
$1.75.
Lever,
and
Needle
Clamp.
On the day of the Hartford and Sumner
Read about our bargains for October in
democratic success "·ould be phenomenal
There are oYer 40,000 of these machines With any other periodical for only so cts.
Show and Fair we called on \V. H. East- chamber sets made in all the popular
Sent by
in use, and they are giving the VERY in addition to subscription price.
indeed. But thanks to the many influences, man, Esq., Postmaster, Puzzle Editor, and woods: ash, pine, cherry, oak, mahogany
mail.
and walnut.
The larg-est and best select- BEST OF SA TISF ACTIOJ\.
among which the ladies' associations de- Seedsman, of East Sumner, Me. Exchange
Every set war$1 oo TVebster's Practical Dictionary,
sen·e the most praise, it is not. Then of business enquiries naturally led to a re- ed stock in the country.
ranted and freight prepaid to your depot.
including One Year's Subscription
contains 600 ,000 words and r. 400 illustrabeer was on the top wave of popularity.
vie,v of past progress, and from the con- We shall enumerate a few of the ;pecial
to any Dollarl?eri.odical.
tions. With TELEPHONE $2.00.
With
Even many temperance people were pin- versation which followed we gathered prices made for this month. and are preany other periodical for 75 cts. in addition
of
ning their faith to beer as a light drink, a some interesting
including One Year·s Subscription
to subscription.
Post paid.
facts that we give the pa1·ed to furnish cuts or photographs
these goods, so that parties desirous of l)rharmless substitute for Medford or whis- readers of the TELEPHONE.
to any TwoDollarFericd.ical.
_50 RoPP's CALCULATOR and Account
deri ng through the mail can tell exactly
key. By the pro-beer people it was affirmMr. Eastman first conceived of the idea what they are buying, as the cut will show
Book, gives an instantaneous
answer ~o
including One Yea'r's Subscription
ed that beer could safely become the na- of pursuing the avocation of a seedsman at the style and general appearance
of the
nearly every problem that comes up 111
to any ThreeDollarPeriodical.
business life. By its use you saYe time
tional drink.
They extolled it as being the age of 14 or 15, but the way seemed to set. First then we shall offer No. 142
chestnut
~et, consisting of bedstead, buand avoid mistakes.
It is an So-page Conthe perfect beverage, containing both food open in another direction, and he worked reau, commode, four chairs, rocker, table
including One Year's Subscription
densed Pocket Encyclopedia, Ready Reckand drink.
But twelve years have dispell- at the printing business for nine years. and towel rack, makin~ ten pieces comoner and Lightning
Calculator.
With
to any l:'ourDollarFeriodical.
plete. for $22. This set ~as n_ever been ~fone year's subscription to the TELEPHONE
ed that illusion, and developed the fact Vvhile thus employed he became interested
only $r .50. With any other periodical for
that beer is the most pernicious of beYer- in the puzzle business, and finally left the ferecl in the market at this pnce and will
$1.50
DR.
DAKIELSOX'S
COUNSELOR,
not be offered only for this month.
\Ve
only 30 cts. in addition to subscription
ages, being more deleterious to the health case and started in the business of editing are over-stocked in some of these goods with Recipes; Marriage, Medical Practice, price. Sent post paid.
etc-. Cloth binding.
With TELEPHONE
than the more potent alcoholic decoctions. puzzle departments
for several papers. and desire to make a boom, and the only one year $2.00. ,vith an_v othe1 periodi.50 USAGES OF THE BEST SOCIETY. A
It is claimed that the remarkable increase This increased and yielded a profitable in- way to do that is in quoting low pric~s. cal for only $1.00 in addition to subscripNext we shall offer a perfect ash set with
manual of social etiquette,
by Frances
of heart disease, dyspepsia, and other dis- come. Having married a Sumner lady Hungarian ash pa?els, consisting of the tion price.
Sent post paid.
Stevens; cloth bind mg. With TELEPHONE
eases contingent upon a disordered stom- and settled at East Sumner, Mr. Eastman same number of pieces as the abo,·e set,
$3.00 Little Detective Scale, weighs ar- one year $1.55. With any other periodiach, as Bright's disease, dementia, and bought a piece of land for gardening and only very much superior in style and fin- ticles from a quarter ounce to 25 pounds. cal for only 3.5 cts. additional to subsci-ipNeeded in every of- tion price. Post paid.
worst of all, drunkenness, are all occasion- to occupy his spare time in pleasant out- ish; price we quote for this month will be Best steel bearings.
$30, regular price on this set is $35,_ and fice as well as in eYery home. \V1th the
ed by imbibing acidious lager. Lager door employment.
Ka tu rally his thoughts we positively will not sell more than is or- TELEPHONE one year, $3.00, delivered to
.50 LADIES' Yl'ANUALOF FANCY ,voRK.
beer, ale and porter, at best, are bad and turned to the seed business to which his dered through the month of October at freight or express office in Chicago. With A new book, giving plai.i directions for
thoroughly destructive; but more impor- first inclination tended, and in the Spring this price. The next trade is No. ?33, ·any other paper for $2.00 in addition to Artistic Embroidery,
Lace Work, Knitting, Tatting, Crochet \Vork, Net \Vork,
tant than all else is their susceptability of of 1885 he planted his little plot for a har- wood top set of ten pieces, made 111 Birch subscription price.
and Maple, thoroughly well st>asoned, and
and
all
kinds
of
Fancy
Needle
Work. OYe1
adulteration.
The cupidity of brewers and vest of seeds, not letting even his neigh- has piano poli,h finish, s'.ained to imitate
$1 25 LAW WITHOUT LAWYER~. A
500 illustrations.
Large octavo, paper
dealers in sh.arr competition has present- bors know his plans until the harvest came. old, rich mahogany.
This is probably _the compendium of business and domestic la"·, covers. With TELEPHONE one year only
for popular use. Cloth binding.
With
ed itself in the vile stuff till it is hazardous By a little judicious advertising
early last handsomest set on our floors at the pnce, TELEPHOXE one year $2.00.
\Vith any $1.55. With any other periodical for 35
We shall make it for this month, $40. The
Post paid.
in other poisonous qualities than alcohol. Spring his first season's crop was dispos- next will be a :;et similar to the above, No. other periodical for only 75 cts. in addi- cts. additional.
The past twelve years have been rich in ed of, the sales extending into some 30 236, only very much larger, with larger tion to price. Sent post paid.
The Sewing Machines are delivered on
experience to our people.
They have State~. As only the first year's crop has glass and more carving, which will be
Any one paying $1.25 for a full year's board cars, or to Express Company
in
learned that prohibition is a live political gone into market, of course the business shown by the photograph, and we are go- subscription to the TELEPHOKE can secure Chicago, with no extra charges for boxing,
ing to make the price_ $52. Our n~xt bar- this machine for only $16.75 additional.
cartage,
etc.
issue which ·will not "down" at the behest is not extensive, but from this beginning
gain in chamber sets 1s No. 126, soltcl black
~We
have arranged to furnish the most popular Newspaper Premit)ms as low
of self-interest
or ~ompromise.
Soft and the success which has attended it, we walnut with best Italian marble tops, ten
as any publisher.
• You are not obliged to take a paper )'.OUdo i:iot want 111order to
drinks, local option. high license, statuto- predict that Eastman's choice seeds of his pieces complete, beveled mirror, French
burl panels. This set we shall sell through get a premium_ you do want, as ":e can furnish thes~ p1~mm~s with any paper you
ry laws-these
are but the ineffectual grass own growing will ere long be known all this month for $4c,. The five sets, as de- now take or wish to take.
Wnte for any further 111fo1
mat1on wanted.
missile which the traffic delights to be over our countrv.
scribed above, are prime goods for t_he
Mr. Eastman ·recently received the ap- money, and we can assure every person 111pelted with.
Constitutional
prohibition
terested in house furnishing that they JOHNP.SWASEr,
is the solid rock before which it must pointment of Postmaster at East Sumner,
have never been offered in this market or
t1'emble, and will as it must come clown. which office has since been made a Money in any other market at any such prices as
Attorney cf: Counsellor
at Law,
In these same twelYe years this liquor traf- Order office mainly through his efforts. we are quoting, and we want to say for
On Pro:nJ.issory
N oteia..
Canton, l',fe.
fic has trebled in inves•ed capital, which He still continues the business of editing them that we will pack and deliver to any
,\~ANTED-Notes
of well rated business men
for one month to twelve months.
Amounts, $1,000
shows the treatment it has received.
In puzzle departments, and the papers that depot in the New England States, prepaying thP freight on them; and sell them at
to $1,000,000.
Strictly confidential and safe. Bonds
Boston its reputed capitalization
is ~25,- use his series are located all through the the above prices for cash or qua rte,· of the
given, settlements made. Correspondents
wanted.
G. W. FOSTER, Banker,
000,000. This fact, I thi.nk, fully justifies Southern and \Vestern States, as well as amount down and the balance $.5 per
611136
40 Broadway, New York.
The postoffice has been month. These are sets t~at shoul? ple~se
Gov. Long in saying, "Its very wealth New England.
moved into new quarters which he has had most any one who wishes to furnish with
and power will purchase it a circumstance
medium priced goods.
.
of respectability."
You cannot overcome conveniently fitted up for the public, and
Of course we have lower priced goods and lugher
priced goods. For instanc~, we can se1~d you p.hoit by calling it hard names; you can only his pri,·ate business.
to Ta Jhs of cherry sets with best Italian . mat blc
Mr. Eastman is a precise business man, tois from $40 up to $200; and walnut sets ':-'1th marmeet it by educating public sentiment by
ble tops from $3i-50 to $250; ash sets all pnces.; maN. L . .ME.iLJV'DS, Prop 'r.
making known the statistics of this terri- something of a ventriloquist ~nd imper- hog<lllj' sets at all prices; but we have me!1boncd
11
1 1
Centrally located, good attention, and terms rea.
ble curse.
You cannot appeal against the sonator, and withal an interest111g conver- ~~:~r!:1~:~i~a:1~e
t~
~ff~~~~~e~h!~1~::
ft1/1~\:
good
~~;~able.
Tr:t\'elers taken to all parts J_:,;he coun
sationalist.
On any kind of security
anJ
1
·liquor monopoly, as in other cases, to loROVER.
t~r:~:~~dof~
~;~rit~~:~,~~t~~ \~.~~~~l f~?p~;~~o~~~;~ ~
promissory
notes.
cality or section, for the whole soil is sator come and see these goods, even 1f they do not
.
The experience of years furnishes the want to use the set for three months to come.
U. :::;.Government
Bonds.
t1rated through and through.
The platPlain excelsior, \\~ool top, husl~ and curled h~~1
most com·incing evidence that thousands
form of the Republican party is decidedly of li,·es an; annually ~aved by the_ use of
Foreign
Redemption
Bonds
~;~~~:~~~~t~~~l~:i1~~1~:~at~~~J1\~fiT'
s;t~~~~,
Dixfield, Jl!laine.
against the liquor abuse and in favor of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
It speedily cures all kii 1ds of spring beds known to the trade, at the sold on monthly
payments.
Large
10\vest
possible
prices.
All
orders
through
the
l\Ianuf11cturer of
all affections of the throat, bronchial tubes,
submitting
a prohibitory
constitutional
for small investors.
mail promptly attended to, and every letter answer~ premiums
and
lung~.
DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
&,DOOR
FRAMES
eel on the day it is received.
amendment to the people.
That of the
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
CLAZED WINDOWS.
Democrats is decidedly for withdrawing
ELEVATOR
TDEVERY
FLDDReverywhere.
.:...iberal inducements.
All kinds moulded and plain finish.balthe restrictions that now control the trafCOR.
PEARL& MIDDLESTREETS.
usters, Newells, Ilrackets.&c. Also chamAddress for full particulars,
for
fic. This being true, option does not in will be received by the undersigned,
ber and dining-room
fumiture Chamber
PORTLAKD,
ME.
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
the least embarrass temperance voters,ancl the next thirty days, for building abutSets and Extension Tables a specialty,
ments and a lattice bridge, 75 feet span,
Jobbing done promptly.
the third party is of no utility in the mat- across' Swift River near Kimball l\Iill in Open every evening.
42 Broadway,
New York.
Electric lights on three floors.
ter of their decision.
Yet there is utility Mexico. Plan and specification,
can be
in the so called third party, which we will examined at G \V Roberts' near the site
meybafoundon
()f
the
bridge.
try to illustrate next week.
ATKINSON
JOB
PRINTING
Newspaper AdvertiSing B:i:~i:i:i:
S A REED,
} Selectmen
The Merchants Electric Light and PowG W ROBERTS,
of
F C RICHARDS,
Mexico.
er Co. offers to light Boston for 55 cents
IsAAC
ATKI:~~N'
Manager.
OFALLXINDSDONEATTHISOFFICE,
Mexico, October rr, 1886.
per lamp per night.
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was disposed to keep Sunday ln. quietness,
reading a little and go1?g ocr~s1onally t~
hear a sermon. Now, Sun_day 1_sa day o,
carousal. He i;; so full of mtox1cauts by 11
o'clock m the day he staggers on the street.
Some morn mg, Edwa, d, bis breath stench_
!ul with rum, take his pla<:e n: the store. _He
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS, AT
, is not fit to be there. He 1s listless or silly
"TWO YOUNGMEN WHO CAME TO l or impertinent or in some way_ mcompet2nt
LIVE IN THE CITY."
and a messenger comes to h_im a nd ~ays:
CANTON. OXFORD CO., ME.
"The firm desires to see you m the private
-office."
. •
.
.
~let: "Ponder the path of thy feet. "-Prov•
The gentleman m ,he private office says.
.rbs Iv., 26.
"Edward, we will not need you a?Y more.
B. N. CARVER, Editor nnd Proprietor.
"
We owe you a little money for services smce
It was Monday, SeptembenO, at a country
we pa;d you last and here it is.,,
depot. Two young men are to take the cars
"'Wh t •. the mattarl" says the voung
to_tbe city, Father 1;>rought~hem in a wagon man ~I ~~nnot und;r~tand this. Have i
with two trunks. '.Ihe evemng before at the d •
th· 2,,
The division of labor and improved
old home was rather a sad time. The neighone any mg.
machinery
are doing away with the bors had gathered in to say good-bye. InTha reply is· •·We do not wish any words
thorough learning of trades.
When the deed, all the_ Sunday afteruoon the-_r~~ad with you. O~r engagement witll each other
been a strolling that way from adJ01mng {s ended.,,
present generation of shoemakers
and farms for it was generally known that the
"Out of emnloyment!" What does that
blacksmiths are dead it will be hard work two boys the next morning were going to the mean to a good young man, It means a11
city to live and the whole neighborhood was opportunity to get au0ther and perhaps a
to find a mau who can make a complete inter~~ted, some hoping they would do well better place. It means opportunity for_menboo• or make a horseshoe and nails and \ and OoWjl s, without saym?- anythmg:, hopmg tal improvement and preparat10n for higher
"
tor thern a city failure. 81ttmg ou tne fence, work. "Out of employment I" What does
then shoe the horse properly.
~alkrng ov.er the matter, the neighbors would that moan to a dissipated young maul It
n~terlard their con:·ersat1011abont the wheat
means a lightning express tra_in '?n a down
Th
St
th
b.
t
d 1 crop of last summei and tbe apple cr~p yet to grade on the Grand Trunk to F erd1t10n. Al
omas
evens,
e . icyc IS , -~n begathere~ with remarks about the c1typros- Borak was a. win2:ed horse on which Ma•
corr~spondent of the American magaz1~e ~e~~ t~~
if
t:~c~~~8;:,. ;,';~n_t~~~ n?met pretended to have ridden by night
o~itzng has at last struck a 0a-ood road m
·d
te
d N' h-)
"' t, ' b t fiom Mecca to Jerusalem, and from Jerusa'
wa, , seven en, an
ic ,,_as, mne een, . u
foin to the seventh heaven with such speed
his trip round the world.
At Lahore, Ed_ward, although two )•ear,; younge,:, bemg
that each step was as far as the eye could
India where he was at last accounts be- q,mckert? learn, k_newas much as Nicholasd. reach.
A_young man out of employment
th
nd
'
.
' . '.Ihey were bo brown-faced a hearty an
through his dissipations is seated on an Al
gius the greatest macadamized
road m had gone throug1: all th e curnculum of coun- Borak riding as fast in. the opposite direond
the world.
It is 1,800 miles long, and ~~~ ~b.~!5Jfeto~£hmi;scle is developed a
tion. '
F
d
h
M d
•
Stevens will use 1 350 miles of it,
ather au mot er on on ay mormng
It is now only five years since Edward
'
had both resolved to go to the depot with the cam€ to town. He used to write home once
"Such disturbances,,,
says Professor ~~m~~~t~h:u~ht:~~icf \~~~ ~~:e~~m!i:!
a week at the longest. He has not written
felt quite weak that morning, and had no home tor three months. "v\That can be the
Proctor, speaking of earthquakes, "as- appetite for a day or two, and so concluded
matter?" say tne old peonle at home. One
sure us that as yet the earth is not near to say good-bye at the front door of the old Satu rd ay morning th e fa th er puts on !~e bett
·tH
cleath.
She
is
still
full
of
vitality.
place.
Where
she
went
and
what
she
did
p~adl oi his wardrobe and goes to e c1 y
O
l
•
after the wagon left I leave other mothers to
n ou •
Thousands-nay,
tens, hundreds
of guess. The breakfast things stood almost
"Oh, he has not been here for a long
till noon before they were cleared away. But while," say the gentleman of the firm.
thousands-of
years will st ill pass be- littlewassaidonthewaytotherailroadsta"Yourson,I
am sorry to say,is on the
fore the beginning of the end is seen in tion. A3 the locomotirn whistle was heard
wrong track."
•• t
t·
d
b corning around tlie cur,e the father put out
The old father goes hunting him from plaet,
1
d
h
t
d
t e s ·ea Y ISlll egra lOn an rcmova
Y his band, somewhat knotted at the knuckles
to place and comes suddenly upon him that
the action of subterranean forces."
and one of the joints stiffened years ago by night in a place of abandonment. The father
a wound from a scythe, and said: "Good-bye
says: "My son, come with me. Your mother
Edward, good-bye, Nicholas! Take good has sent me to bring you home. I hear you
The fire boys of Engine No. 2, Sacra- care of yourselves and write as soon as you are out of money auci good clqthes and you
mento, Cal., have a pet kid which they f;;,~:~th~~
~fift!~~;i~~:'f!Ve!~~,l;'tyou.
know as long as we live you can have a
claim discounts any previous editions of
Landed in. the. city they _sought out with
~~~ ;~~~~ [~!~o:n'7tiii~~~se s~:J.a.f:tthe goat species. It is only five months~ ~~~~t~r~~ld i~~~~~ron~~/~ici!.':~fr?:O:!'t:!
In angry tone Edward rep}ie;3:
Take
old, but will already jump the rope, tw,..-commercialestablishmentsto which they
business. I will do as! please. i'ake your
climb a greasy pole, turn so:nersaults,
ri,~r;
sj~~::::·.:o::~h
agtret/f~\th~r::~~~
~::~i~i~rm:ar
a!:P~iWi;enJ~~,,down!
Etand on bis horns, go on errands, run to ishing ho~ far apart two _perso1!scan. be in
That Saturday night or rather SundaJ
1
0
fires, and is now turning his attention to :tJ!~fit_cii~:tI'i~~if;
~ h;n~~e~ !t~~tfr~~
:~r::iiirtinf;,\teif~ih:~i;J!:;};:;~~:£t
base ball. Thus far his goatship has no Bowling Green to Cai1al street; or from At- of his son . .Nicholas, and rings the bell and
0
bad habits.
'a}}J~.!;~:b:i! g ~~t;~ungest, we must look ~~e~g!~~1id~e a;i~~~.~!/~~~=~ ~hlien~
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you have the distiny ot Edward or fochosays that in a fight Ill some 0 w haunt of th6 Ii 1 On this sacramental day when the
city Edward has been hmt.
He says to b~rnished cbalic-es stand in the presence o!
Nicholas:
"I heard th at he was some re 1a- th eo le start from the foot of the cross
~i~l"<>fyom·~ and thought you ought to know I fo~ ~~elttl~ess and heaven.. Plntar~h tells us
1t •
th t ft
C::osar was slam and his twenty
·"Hurt1 Is he badly hart!"
th~eeaw~~nds had been displayed to the pe,;
"Yes, very badly h,tll"~f;'
le, arousing an uncontrollable excitement,
"ls the_w?uud mor,a};
~ud the body of the dead conqueror, accord"Yes; 1~, is mortal. I? tell yo~ tbe w~ol
ing to ancient custom,had been p:itupon the
truth, sir, says th e pohcem an_, dalt¾~?bh
funeralpileandtheflamesarose,peoplerushed
1
18
cau hardly bE!ttrto_tell vou,
is ea •. .
up, took from the blazing mass torches with
"Dead!" cries Nic~ol~s. A nd by t~is tim"
which they ran through the city, cryini:
the whole fan~}IY ate 1D the hallwaJ •. T~e the glory of the assassinated and the
father says: Just as I fea:r~d. It will kill
shame of his assassinators.
On this
his mother when she hears of it. _Oh, my son, sacramenW da when the five bleedinet
my son I Would to God I had died for thee.
ml of Chri!it· vour King are shown to
Oh my son my son,.,
won s
fi
'
•
f
b"
'thl
ff 1•
1
,?wash otl' the ,~ounds," says Nicholas,
blu at1 0 ;~e yo~~si~ag/~a:O~ ia~hu 0 ~:
" d bring hlm rio-ht here to my house and
aze. e
t h'
d
a~here l,Jeall rat ect and gentieness sllown you tak~ a ~or~h and st~r
eaven:ar , a
le_~ Itis the las/we can do for him,,
torch with light for yomself and h.,ht for
hi Ob what obsequies ! 'I'he next doo·r neigh- others, for t~e race ,;~\st!l.~t\ at tfe_f~oss
'hardl
]·new what was going on but
ends at the t rone.
t et e ~en Y ree
bors
las afd \he father and mother k~ew.
wounds of_Cresar wrought notlnng but the
1Pthgf
the Christian and beantHul home of <ionsternat:r°n of ihe n~oole. [~OT?-~ 10 fiva
u ne brother is carried the dissolnte
....ounds o_ our
ouqueror . e1e ows "
e~t:er.
No word of blame uttered. No trau~ormntil1io:;~
~l~t
0 ~il~~:
harsh thing said. On the bank of camellias
i;oun e d for&ver free
p
.
lied out the word "BROTHER." Had
appy a.n
•
spe_ d'gal been true and pure and noble in
m: 1~id'honorable in death, he could not
.liir. nomoisler :mtl Ute ·watch.
b e b en carried forth with more tenderw
u~.:.
~ sJe t iu « mon, u-,,.._1.LHul g-an.Lsu or
Charles M, Bomeisler, formerly a well- • .
0
the dead. Xmid the loosened t:fff the broth~~s known Philadelphian,
entered tbe Astor -\
who left the country for city llfa five yeau
llouse rotunda not long ago and w 115
before now part forever 'fhe last scene of charmed by the si crht of au old friend.
0
the filth act of an awful. trageJy of human
life is ended.
They began talking over old times. The
-what
made thlil difference between these old friend, in speaking of a former ac'quaintance, said be was dead, and that
two young men? Religion. The one d&- they were putting his gold watch up at a
pended on himself, the other depeude\ o~ ra ~ttefor the benefit of the poor widow.
God. They started from the same home,. !l.
the same opportunities of educat10n, arrived
Bomeisler is the soul of generosity.
th
~1;,y3i~!le~~etid~:rl
tI'tr1!/aJ~:~~;~1:,
'' Well, Tom was a mighty good man,,,
for he was brighter and quicker and all t_he he said.
"I'll take as many chances in
neighbors prophesied greater success for him the watch a~ any other man, and if I win
than for Nicholas. But behold and wonder
it l"Jl give it back to the poor widow.
at the tremendous issue. Voice, come up How much did you in rest?" he inquired
out of this audience audsay: Did you know of his friend.
these brothers 1 Yes, knew them well. Did
you know their parents? Yes, intimately.
''Twenty dollars," was the response.
Whatwasthecity,wbatthestreet,whatthe
"Well, Ill go you five better.
I'll
last names of these yonng men. You have
give $2;'5," said Bomeisler.
.,
excited our curiosity, now tell us all.
The chances were <Jl,ickly taken, but
I will. Nothing in these chara~ters is fictitions except the names. They are in every
as there was no dice box handy the incity and in every street of every city and i!l vesi.ors drew wooden toothpicks for the
every cemetery, Not two of them but ten
timepiece.
It was to go to the man with
thousand. Aye, aye! Right before me tothe shorte 3 t toothpick.
The man turned
day and on either side of me and above me out to be Bomeisler.
~~u~f~~:~:f!~~d~!~ett~ vb!~~i~db~ft~~;uft
''I've won it for the widow," he said
lurements. Those who shall have longevity
triumphantly.
Where's the watch:"
: 1~;a;;~~s~tw:!~.ot~~1"?:~h:~~-~at:~
The barte nd er pointed behi nd th e bm,
day in the name of Almighty Uod to gm
;ehn~: the watch hung in golden efful•
you the choice of two. charaaters, the tw?
''Let me see it." continued Bomeisler.
3
~t:~~1:!·t~c:i !:i1~Pt:~e:i~s~::i:r~ri/e
ti"It looks like a good one,,, tnrning it
$tand.ing with you at t~e forks of the roa1
~:~\i~ ~~:~~~ V\~td~;. ;-~~~;,ed it. ''I

!

1

I

r

!<;;~'ig:

f

~1

g

i~~a;!·

~1

h~xfi~

I

:fi;~

The annual death rates p~r 1,000 in
hi~ ~i5\isHfif:evesu:~s
i~t~~~f~!l;1!
the principal cities, according to the last shelves, such skillful imitat;.on of real men
and women to display goods on, such agility
weekly returns communicated
to the of cash boys, snch immense stock of goods
0 1
st
British Regi rar General, are as follows: ~~1~lis":;~~~~~ :11~it!ee~s efuE~~ds.lik~i!
23
5
1
~:~~:,tt:~ ,~ ~e!~:b, ai~ :
%i:~:f~·e:Jaic;::en1~~us}~i:
0
country'" whi-pers
young ma to y 0 ng
Amsterdam,
22; Rotterdam,
16; The
''H 18
••
h d d nt
t
man.
e Ill sue an a epar men • e
Hague, 19; Copenhagen, 20; Stockholm,
wiU have to break him in some night." Ed17; Christi&.nia, 19; St. Petersburg, 32; :~~~~!~na~ya~!;;~~f IJ;:c~o~flala~ehgrfe°ci

k!:!~:~,
:~:P."J~;:

J1

tt~

W

!=: ~~~-r1~a.

Berlin 27; :1amb~rg,
28 ;_ Dr~sden,
~i~:. if
~b~!-~~ ~~¥1't!~~r=~~~&
Breslau, 30, }\fomch, 30, Vienna, ,.,;), I dashed off as though it were from influenza
Prag-ue, 32; Buda-Pesth, 35 i Trieste, 27; or a cold in tll'e head. But some of you know
Rome, 24; Turin, 24; Venice, 37; Cairo, 1 ~~~-v ~f~~~~ifb":~~h~~-:~r;~et~ ;"'btit~~~~!
1
40; Alex:mcd.ria,. 5 0; N_e_w_Yo,rk, 23 ; I ~;!~t~:uge li~i,:ie_orni~s.by.f~:~~Ji;~ i;r:
Brooklyn, HJ, Philadelphia,
1,, ,md Bal-, dernrt, a month's Journey to the first rnttletimore 21.
nent, is not mnch more solitary.
' =======,::' But that evening as the hour for closing
A gentleman who was for a long time' ~~ociiil~• ~hpe~~~~,-~~~J.~~J~~~ J~~%:~~
a res~dent of Lima,_ Peru, said, while ~~~t~~u~\{•:!<;..~!fJfi~!
f;.;>:c:~hJ~t~i~
speakmg on the sub3ect of earthquakes:
the sigbt 3• Ffo thanks them, and says he shall

t:

"ln Lima there is a constant shaking o-f
the ground.
The houses are uniformly
three stor:es in heio-ht. The first story i,
ofl.Jrick or stone,the walls being fully
three feet thick.
The upper two storie,

W1/.1Wii':i•~tt~~:~ and a voice cries:
"It is me," says the old man.
"Why, father, is that you?"
In a minute the door is opened and the son
sar.Wl.tat in the world has brought you to
th
~o~!~~;gt~l;!:g~1!!
:ere. I feared

:~f~l~~f
tr:~:~P~e

t~~rn!r!~i

!g:~wb!
~~~efn~i~il~i~r:!a.1:i:t~e~:~t
:l

;~~h~;:d

~kt~~ly

..~!8e

n~~~~;!~d

~<;

8!.~tt
t~:;~c;il~~

n~~

;;~n
\~

I

I

:~eswff1tt::\~~~t
:~!=~~
!~~::~:;~:

'1

~~:i~h!ii
i:

and wonders how, on the salary the house
re[;v~!.i;i:~{;Jc~~i:;rd~~
hfsdfin8::~~
stops a while and spends a few more evenings examining ti.::ti nhromos on the wall and
counting the match~s iu_ the match box, or
![°es down in t~ bff{d1~ ho~se aarlor to
0
di~~~:eg~~•~he
~sufficien~; if\h!\~bl:
fare, cons:dering the price paid-tile critiSure to Draw.
cism severe in proportion as the faul!rfinder
"I l:'ncw -w-hat will draw. winter or pa~ litt!f or is r~~-lved
~ave unclilremoni•
1
summer, rain or shine," said a broken
~r1e~
young man, "l
down actor, addressing a theatrical man- out~o~~oinji~"
cannot stand this life any longer, and I must
ager in search of attractions.
:~~~-;~r~~~~~~~~J'~':,_~
''Have you seen it?" asked ths man- ~e~~ndn:th:st~f
are ready to escort him. There is never any
agor.
lack of such guidance. If a man wants to
"Many time ■,'' replied the actor, "and go the whole round of sin he ran find plenty
I never knew it to fail. It draws every to take him, a whole regiment wb.i, know the
way, But after awhile Edward's money is
time."
all gone. He has received his salary again
"What do you call it?"
and ngain, but it was spent before he got it,
"A ·good twenty-five cent cigar. "-St,
borrowing a little here and a little there.
Paul 1:ilo'!Je.
What shall he do now/ Why, he bas seE>nin
his rounds of the g-ambling tables men who
put down a dollar and took up ten, put down
' The railroads require ncar,y $15,000,a hundred and took up a thousand.
Why
000 worth of timber per year for tics not he? To re~onstructhis finances he takes
alone-equal
to rtIJ annual pro~luct of a a hand uii~ ";;ins; is so pleased be takes an~trip of wocdla,•cl 400 fr•ct in ,vidth other hand and win•, is inphreniy of delight
alongside every m:Je of tr~,ck.
an&i,t~s::°Ji~\~~~
:iclt~~!e~i~~-Edward
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J

1:-:l~~''t:'a~'~e J;!e it~u~~~~:sm ~v~~ris~1:~
luck, I didn't enter the p1ofcssion until
all the rinks had clo,ed.
_Some men are
d
I
G l
.
al ways a_ ay to? ate.
00( -mornrng,
11
madam; if you
be good enoni:;h to
hold the dog for a feu minutes I'll tear
myself away and •YOto some shady spot
w_here I can f~;get my sorrow in slum•
ber. "--Boston 'J1'{1,1).QO?'Wf.

I

~~ ~!1~

Johnny Enlightened.
·'There's a hayseed, pa," said Joh,my,
as a substantial looking countryman came
in~~S:~e c:;: :h~ ~~~:~,1:,g. said ]la, with
0
th
.
reatemng severity, "don't yoo ever let
me hear you call anybody from the conntry a h·aysecd.
Only ignorant persona
designate country people by a term emblematic of entire greenness."
'·I didn't know it was wrong, pa,'' expostulated the boy.
"My son, your grand-parents,
0VE"U
down to the ground ruug on the family
:~~e~~der,
were from the country,
"Country people don't know as much

!~

~1lili~hl[na~: ~r~!~.fckx~l~ni;~t-e_is
0
Persia they will not bave a blina ~-;;:; on th&
throne, and when:a reigning monarch is jealous of some ambitious relative he has his
eyes extinguished S? that he cannot possibly
ever come to crowmng. And that suggests
the difference between the way sin and dibn:dr~~
~~kh~ h~~/;:v:a~~acrh:
while the latter illumines the blind that he
mav take coronation.
Why this sermon1 I h&ve made up my
mind that our city life is destroyingtoom&nV
b~~~~dO~tob~~.e~el~~:tiil~;vi?t~ifete~:
!;1·N:~~~~k~~JB~~~{;ird~:~s
a°l
a thousand of them every year, '£hey are

:i;:e:;

1~:t

~~~~11~~

:~rii~~i:;as ;.i~:tt!f!i_ly\ieoy

yloeusnsi"gngmtha~t'
aanGdodopopfOSli·n·tfientoi'te
hgimoodtnheessbceasnt
~fa~nttat~~~hwj~~c:~
b
scoons the anthracite into a dark cellar.
0
~~J~:~ i:fghela!/~!ci'~TthanJ\~~1~~
;[c~a!nttfh!h:C;tt~~h~1:,1r!~!,
~~~~~~:
~~~~~f~~J}f: ;~~\d:!t!e
t~e h~a:tr:;:~
:f:u~~hOut
the graco of God is safe ten
heart within.
There Is much discussion about which is
Well, as I said, it was Sabbath and Nich- the worst citv of the contin~nt.
Some
~;;:J~:i~~n1;;nf
:~!b}~;r: 0~ ~ :~e !;.w cfu~:~o,s~~e :::
L:ui~rw::t
the house of God, find their way to church.
I have to say is you cannot make much com-

tdhoe.y,
pT!!.a?k"e
a c1·ty bred

Q

1
:!~h~u~!
:t~saia~~;
d~~t:~dt~:
~~~i
ask questions fully as simple and gtare
l!obout as badly as a country man when
½ie comes to the city. He'll want to
~no~ ~ho chu~ns the apple butter.
He
on
now w e th er potatoes grow on
th
whe er apples grow._
''I don't want to b3 green anyhow
pa," persisted Johnny.
'
'
"Ra th er green than ripe, my boy.
~lways remember that extreme ripeneis
IS the border land to permanent
decay •
•
And th~ old man leaned back, ha..-inz
rubbed
m som~th!ng !oh_nny would
never fore:et.-C-mcin.naU
Times-Sta1·.

~1:d

J! ~i!~:r:i~

:ii~~~~:;.r
t~t !~~st;~;/1:b;uifh~!\~~b~~

::i;~ta;~tc~~

~~111~/t
~'O~oii ~ ~~,;~

in·
nogth'
l?nu} !~e~~l)9

~~~;~ ~f;~~i~~~t

0

'~ii~1\sn~~a~\

gladly would I do so, bnt unfortunatJy
there is nothing to do in my line now."
"Poor man\" said the lady, pitying!!·•
pouring ont another bowl of cotfen and
piling up his plate afresh; '·a nd what
was your business?"
".lfadam," replied
the fellow, after having diRposed of the
victuals, "I am a professor of roller skat-

!:~t;! fi;

!~n°!~~!J!if/~~~~~~t{::t~~;;

eyes bulged from his
th ;~envi~~o~~fe~:~
"
from the buttonhole of

You're a pretty lot of macers, ain't you'"
It was true.
His friend had stolen the
watch while embracing
him, and Bo
meisler had won it in the rnffle.-New
Yodc Letter.
_______
_
w Al
"'
L t
"Bu~:-h/~on•:"a;~u.lO:o
~twork?"
asked the lady of the hons:~. '' .-1.h,
m·ldam !" exdaimed
the tram)\
, ·how

~~!;

hf:;;:!c:!~::~1!

river, and I have worked up a little
trade at every town on the route, ending
at~ew Orleans.
Givemerimlife,wi~h
all its freedom and ease, and when I die
th
•
b • l 1
I h ld l"k b t
ere is no una P ace s ou , i "_e. e -.
ter th an w h a t th e d ear o ld :M1ssiss1pp1
can afio rd ·" Such is one view of !ifc.

gr~:;:ceJ~•

~ltht~!},;·

;::!e~

is to tie the boat near some waste land f:i;~Ylr/~~fh\!~1t~:~u;hrvo~~~~;~~
&nd let her cow and chickens graze on ~t!~nes;~!
i~~nj;~fr:'. 0 ~nh1;e:rfv~~t~~~
it. They coSt next to no th ing, a nd no in which ha applauded a play in which atti:
man can claim either rent or taxes. tudes and pbraEeology occurred which, it
0
"When I want a change," she says, ''I ~~nca°~~it~~:1 0i~h~;: i':at8[~~~c~~.
engage a little help and go down the I the spot,-frolfl this high-priced box sees in

a chain pendant
his waistcoat.

~~-~

r"!putation, home, pedigree, time and_e~er-,
mty,while yet all th_ep~·~yersof hisChnst,au
ancestors were on his siae and all the profered aid, supernal, cherubic, seraphic, archangelic, deific.
We have talked so much the last few weeks
about the abdication of Alexander, of Bul~h[~htt~~:;~a~p;i~!raes~~~d1!dc~~p!~:J
with the abdication of that young man or
middle-aged man or old man who quit, th e

his

~tea~~d ar~h:-~!~t

ism has generously given me every _weekfull
onportunity ,to address tbe people m all t~e

Nicti1~

taxes, and is bothered about water. She !~~';e.Slll lll Its oat some an
ISgustmg
is having a new boat built, and her plan
But after a few nights, being very late out,

Suddenly

your mother would go stark crazy not hear- cry all the voices of righteousness. "Coma
mg from him, and I find out that it is worse with us!" cry all the voices of sin.
with him than I suspected."
Now the trouble is that many make
"Yes" says Nicholas, "I had not the heart disgraceful surrender. As we all know,
to write you anythi:u.g about it. I have tried there is honorabl• and dignified snrmy best with him and all in vain. But it is render, as when a small host yield3
0
0
r!t~~r,\';a~d
Jl\:k:aio~ I:/~hi~r,, to his ;;;iliaf~~i°'J~; a
;l~1d bf~
On a comfortable couch in that house th& te:i. thousand.
It is bett•1· them to keep on
old father lies down, coaxin 6 sleep for a few when there can be no result except
hours, but no sleep comes. Who,e house- is that of massacre. But those who surrender
it! One rented by his son, Nicholas. The to sin make a surrender when on their side
fact is tl:at Nichola~ soon after coming to they have enough reserve forces to rout aU
1
~:rc1~f !i;tW:1!~';ff~~::~1lei~a~h;1~i::
~ia~r~i:~~~Ji~
~~i~rn c:if;t~:tit~r°.Be~r
He knew, what few persons know, thatwtile
zebub or Apollyon'or Abadtlon or Ariel. The
in all department~ of business and mecha.n- disgraceful thing about th9 surrander at
ism and art there is a surplus of people of El"cfanwas that the French handed over 4H
ordinary application and ordinary diligence,
field guns and mitrailleuses. six thousand
!h;~:at:CE°cif; ~1a;~~J;.:!\~l~ief.
h8j;
b.orsesand eighty-three thousand armed men.
1
owfe
p,ebopultevtoerydfoewthc1l·nergk~s
poorobrulys1·no-::est;,omJereanbolyr
ba~!e i::!=:Ot~o
o~mI~:\~h;i~
ll.
~
ness would ha Ye wheeled to the front to fight
1
1
:~~?:~~c;
t'!.t~Zo'I:~d t:-J~
ti~tb~t;] 0 ~eh:;~;nd!~eet

!~dern~kl~!ea1~i~~e~~=~i~g!s
b~~~~;f~rg
0
rived, but says th~t after~ while he will b;
glad to accept their company. After spend~3~
0
~,:: 1?00°~,t!:&i~;et;g!nflj;,!
1~~'}l~~ sograndlythat
the business firm could not
at the bare wall or an old chrome hung there
do without him. Always at his place before
tth t·
th t r •
b
h th t·
h
• dt
A'
are made of bamboo lashed together.
It 1 ~rize~ ;~:nc!/fh;~?~~b~~;;~rg;rllsis,s:;~d
at ehi;~l:ceea li~1::e~::ve1~yt~a1;·had
t a k es a pre tt Y severe ear th qua k·e t O d 0• 1'afterto-c·.,-mg an ho ur wi "th th e ma tch b ox,an d As extremely polite to those who declined
0
stroy one of the3e building,.
The pe- r;ei~ afl!:nri ~!tl::;n~~~
~h~~s~sinfr:sdt;a!t ~t!fn:~!~
1~gs:~it
cular thing about.a sh2.keis that the first o'clock at night, or 'even nine o'clock, will was the empoisonment of multitudes, and
time you get one you are apt to take it ~i;e~hci~:~!:u~e~rw.~ ~~e;ef~1:~i~ :nE!
:::~i~rJo~~
ii~~~\\~~
coolly. The next time you a1e afraid, and ,tore.
•
that meant no. His conversation was always
0
ever after that you are demoralized .. 1 ou~ ~g!~~!'.ghl1;i:~li
h~:n s!~~!y i~e
Hl~~~ta~o ~o h;fasi:tif a~!~:;,ee:t ~t:~n~
I
Earthquakes
are somethincr that no man large he is quite flush with pocket money
would be ashamed to die. He never bet or
can become accustomed to~ In countries' fo~i~~n~~t'!!.fol:e ~!;~g~be ~:i::-nS::l~t:s~
gambled. even at a church fair.
When he
where they are prevalent the people rush' friends are doing all this for his pleasure and ~~ :rt!t~
gi:~~~J;,~itu~e a~;~~e J'i~~il~~
at once into the middle of the street, sof hame
puaseyms
etnhtehb
_sillcso.mpAatni·tohnesdcaonornootffipnldatce&he
receive from the ciiromoson the wall he be0
1
gan to study that which would help him to
which is- alwavs the safest place."
change, or they accidentally fall behind just
promotion; study penmanship, study biog•
j as the ticket office is approached, or they say raphies of successful men, or went forth to
1
A woman tells the St. Louis Globe .
!!xt
cii~1~i~~n~::~::c:!~
a~:dtow~~~{
Democrat that no one who has not tried! tomed to farm l~fe or vil_lage life, is dazed ashamed to be found at a church prayermeeting.
He rose from position to position
1 and encbauted with the glitter of spectacular
the experiment knows how delightful it • sin. Plain and biunt iniquity Edward would and from one salary to another salary.
i_sto live constantly on the riyer.
Hav- hp::reJmb~~i:~l{~i~:~~-~h~~;;,insi~c;~~d
Only five years in town_and yet he hM
mg sold her boat, she has for some: gilded Pi!lars and gorge~ms upholstery, sin ~~~~fa~1~~;;:t ha°~i~~ i~~~!
mo~ths endured the miseries incidental: ~fdiiridn~~a:l! t~;:~f~!1l~~nsci::t!;:,rnog:e~
~i:;~e;sa~t~!
o!d }:t~ei;,~tah~i:;dk!~c~tf
to life on shore. She has to pay rent and' magnet_ize. a ;y-ou g r::an, is v~fYd_differ~nt ~e~!na~~~~:; ~~~:~:~ ~;:i~~h ~ti~~~~

1

1

~\ \~~~~~o

~:!~
~r8!b~~r~ ~!t~°t~i~a:i:~e;riiscNn°t:~
invisible audieue3 bark of this-for journal·
1

sf

:~~,;~~,;~~~of◊ ~:r·hi~~o:~~~s

~o~! ~:
aisle with one of the silver chalices, showing
fl~~cto
:Scg_~~\h~fl;{a~~-inTc1:y~~{!\:!~
1
ored God and God ha.clhonored him. When
the first wave of city temptation struck him
he had felt the need of Divine e:nidance aud
protection
in had
prayerobtained
had sought
aDivine
regenerated
heart,a.nd
and
that
mightiest of all armor, that mightiest ofall
protection, that mightiest of all reinforcements, the multipotentandomnipot~ntgrace
d~;~~g!i!Imbr:fi~r
~:;:~~t~:~~
it, as with all the comoined temptations of
earth and hell try to overthrow a young man
:nhd s~~~n~~~,fully say: "God is my refuge
Come, let us measure Nichol!tS around the
head. As many inches of brain as any other
intelligent man.
Let us mi:,a,sure him
around the heart.
It is so large it takes in
all the earth and all the heavens. Measure
him around the purse.
He has more resources thanniue-tenths of auy of those who,
on that Monday, September 20, came in on
any of the railroads from North, or South,
or East, or West.
But that Sabbath afternoon, while in the
ba~k room, Nicholas and his father are talking over a new plan for the reclamation of
Edward, there is a ringing of the door bell,
and a man with a uniform of a policeman
=-d~~!~e~;~:.:~~
~:e
1

!1:~~~~~!~~t~d

mr!:oth~~!8;t!lt~/:i~~~i:fi!ft!.
iw~\r~~;
a great many mills runninlil" day and night.
Notricemilsnobcottoil
mills.
N_otmillsof
0
1
:~~- su;h ~~~ all.t t~ ;rJ~:sh~;:1\~fn~
or unlicensed. Such are all the gambling
saloons. Such are all the houses of 1"nfamy
and we
the wor_l;r
according to law and _wil'
:-nw°a~-n!' h:i:;tf:;/~i!lr
h~:it~~f1~~
earth about a cider mill is not more satu•
ratad with the beverai.a than the ground
e.bout all th~~e sonl-destroyimg institutions is
Made Him Sick.
L;:~atfa';~h!!i~~g~~:;;/;t~~~
~1i'3:g~~
"I don't t~ink much of that feller,
"Send us more supply," and to Westchester
B_rown,,,you mtroduced me to the other
and Ulster and all the other counties of Naw night.
York: "Send us more men and womon to put
''You are very candid
Why do you
under the wheels. Give us full chance and
dislike bimf''
•
we could grind up in the municipal mill five
, •Oh JO
, h
hundred a day. We ha Te enoug:h machinery;
l
'd u can. ,ar.i;rue'!It him all day
W!3have enough men who can run them.
~ng an y~u cant convmce him of the
Give us more homes to crush! Give WI awe
IUllpleti pc.mt. Ht make& me sick ,,
paorpepnetar
tlhheewa:'rtildrtoobpe,uslvaenrdize,th!
e faPmatiliyntoBi"btl~'' Make1 you sick_? Ah, yes_, I se~. k
h
~
other words he d
and the livelihood of wives and ch.ildren. H. c/1,(J, T'
isngre,;1 with you."-·
Give us more material for these mighty mills
tJr
nt ra-»eler.
which are wet with tears and sulphurous
========
1
with woe and trembling with the earthquakes
E I ,.
of au incensed God who will, unless our citie 3 1.
lr Y R1smg and Early G::>ing to Bed
~epent, cover us up as\fuick and as deep as clubs arc being f, rmell in some lH'rts of
We~d:i!~~~~~heyear79
esuviusavalanched I E_nr;land. The m•:mbcrs ]Jlcd~c them-

I

fo

J~;~;

ri:U~a;;~~:::
Oh, man or _woman, ponder the path of thy
· feet! See wh1c_h~ay y01.;:_:m,going. _Will

I

, s'.Jvcs to be up flt 7 a. n:. l!unng u Ltrge
p.11t of the year.
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GIRLS IN COALPITS.
A

Hard for a Pittance From Early
Morn Uutil Late at Nie;ht.
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A young unmarried girl of seventeen
said in reply to questions put by the
president of a recent commission of inquiry into the condition of the people
who work in the coal mines of Belgium:
"My work in the coal pits begiu_s at five
o'clock in the morning,
and ends between nine and eleven o'clock at night.
I load from sixty to seventy cars every
cents)
1 day, and I earn two francs (forty
a day. I went regularly to school from
my eighth to my twelfth birthday,
I
could read once but I have forgotten it
all now. Pit work ought to be prohibited for girls.
A married woman said: "The week
before last my husband earned thirteen
francs ($5. 20). He had never earned a
larger sum in a week. It is impossible
for us to live upon such a wage. ·when I
have bought our food and firing, the
whole wage is spent; it is not enough to
cover rent and clothin"'."
The mother of a fa~ily replied:
"I
scarcely know the taste of meat."
Another young girl said that her working day in the pits began at 4 :30
or 5 a. m., and closed at 11 p. m., for
which she received 1 franc 80 centimes
to 2 francs. A younger sister left off
work at 6 p. m., b.ut she only earned 1
franc 50 centimes. Nearly all the girls
volunteered in almost the same words
the emphatic statement:
"Girls ought
not to be allowed to work in the pits;''
and they were unanimous in theu- complaint of the temptations put in their
way by the overseers.
The president asked each of them:
"What nourishment do you have? Do
you often take meat?"
One girl replied:
"Three mont~s ago
'We had some meat on our table;
I have
never tasted any since." Another said:
''I take a bottle of water with the fruit
every morning; I cannot afford coffee."
The president asked an old workman
who had spent his life in the pits why no
effort had been made by them to bring
their condition before the public.
"I
would gladly have given evidence," said
he, "but I knew that I should be dismissed if I told any story about the
works. My comrades have urged me to
speak for them, as I have had so long an
experience.
But I was afraid to do it."
His present wages are 2 francs a day.
When he was younger and stronger he
used to earn the sum of 2 francs 50 centimes a day.
The presic1 ent inquired if the workers
found regular wages or piecework more
profitable.
''The day wage is miserable," said the
old man, ''but piece work is no better,
for if the overseers find that a man earns
more by piece work, the terms are at
once lowered."
One of the working-class leaders, who
-was examined at great length by the
President and Commissioners, denied that
the work folk were Socialist revolutionaries. They will follow any leader in
their despair, but their own actual ucmands arc very simple. The President
asked him to forinulate as shortly as possible the real progr~mme desired by the
workingmen and women i'n the pits.
Speaking of the employment of children, he said: "We want the work-day
for children limited to eight hours, and
their wages fixed us follows: Children
of twelve to thirteen years, one franc
twenty centimes a day of eight hours;
from thirteen to fifteen years, one franc
sixty centimes; fifteen to seventeen years,
two francs.
The President-Then
you would not
abolish child labor?
"We would not abolish families. My
family consists of nine person$, only three
of us ea\'ning any thing. W o.have to keep
six who an, not earners. The united yearly
income of the three of us, who are workers
is 1500 francs, ($300)."
The President asked if they would not
like their children to go to school after
their twelfth year.
"No," replied the workman, "it is not
P9ssible for the parents to wait until a
long school term is ended, ns the family
needs the wages of the elder children.
We have not only to keep our younger
children, but also our old people. After
his fiftieth year a man can earn little in
the pits, and is usually dismissed."
This speaker-w horn the workcr3 were
particularly anxious to have examined,
as he is in good repute both as a worKman
and an orator--told
the Commissioners
that the average weekly wages of the
head of a household in full work is from
twelve to fourteen francs.
"I need not
say that a family cannot live upon that;
the wife must work when she can, the
chtldren as soon as they can."

A GUNBOAT
LOST [

Two Stories of Bismarck.
,On his morning walk one little event
showed the Prince's natural kindness;

•

How

and another staggered his big intellect
considerably.
A mild little German,
th
wi
spectacles, not expecting Prince
Bismarck, and awe-stricken at the awfu
presence into which his travels had led

-the Cincinnati
During
the
___

was
War.

Sunk,

Disabldd and Sent to the Bottom by a. Con•

One afternoon Jolie went to the pond
with Aunt Belle, to find some cat's-tails,
, They were not~very plenty, au d Aunt
Belle began to de~pair; but, pretty soon
I Julie's eyes discovered a bunch of very
! ~:~1/ ones. She gave a great cry of de-

I

0

"0

auntie,

I called.

federate Water Battery.

I've

found

some!"

"Some kitten's-tails,

auntie!''

P::

'"!UfchaelStroa-oll"."

0

1a ;,;i~!:~~Yst-;-:~~~~!:~i~ga;~n~~~~

becamesohoarsefromaseverecoldthathede•
spairedofbemgabletocontinuehispart.
Two
e_oo~!~o~~a!::at!~ar Cough Cure cured him.
...,

she u;J!~ 1~~~et1iei~ai;.ef;;;~,r~;,.-~~ne~i;:l~c~;
r"i;i!;
h
d
~~v:'iint;r-;;; ,f.,~,'tc:,';',t• t11:~ ~~d:~ o;~a1~=~
tw,·nty per c.-nt.

I

th
him, got in e Prince's way, a nd had not
th
e presence of miu d to get out again.
The old Chancellor, acting as though

In the last days of May, 1863, after , Spreads th;:';;,~:.!:,':,~ ; 0 ~:::.:uu~e
vapor, that
Pemberton had been driven into Vicks- ; begets malarial and typhus fever. Whercvel'
burg and the Federal fleet on the river , there i• stagnant water in ;which vegetation

Tha small-b_o_y_w-ho-pl-a-ys-ci-rcus
with the
"trick-goat" in his back yard should see thaf
the St. Jacobs Oil bottle is not empty.

toward a little child, placed his big hand
1

had bad more or less fighting

la;i~~ 1;t;1!~;>i~if.~-'i'ar~':s'~
u!'~:kit~~~
i!1;i~

:~:::

~j~:;n::~/!~s::i:~tt~ri~~teb:;:~~~::

~!~e af:~:;\:

~:~ra:re!s

~~~!sa:~::t ~:;::,ngh:;e~het::t~~:,

!~:::
m~:

with thi; : :: r;~~s:~~ a~:.:h~~/;~::;~t~~e~~eas:!~:e~~

tioned since she was put in commission,

little German found the baths agreed
with him, and passed around him. The

writes Carrington Smith in the Detroit
Ji1reePress,_received 0rd ers to drop down
and demolish a Confederate water batsoldier in the tight suit choked with all
h
11• h
kinds of haughty emotions, but that tcry w ic was annoying t e Federal inmade no difference.
f,mtry as th ey sought to complete th e
The staggering sensation came from a half circle around the doomed city. The
th
th
American girl. American girls can do report among
e crew was
at we
were going on a picnic. The battery was
anything. This was a very fine American mpposed to contain not more than three
girl, that any one might be glad to know.
She hesitated about two minutes, and guns, and we anticipated no trouble
then asked the Prince in German if he blowing the whole business into the water or over the hill inside of a quarter of
spoke French.
He saiLl yes, and then an hour.
the enterprising American, in a rapid
We left our anchorage after breakfast
torrent of French, told the boss of Ger•
many that he was just as nice as he could au d st eamed rapidly down to a point opbe, and that she would be ever so much
obliged if he would give her one of the
buttons of his coat to keep as a souvenir
when he was dead. The Prince showed
every sign of being more surprised than
he had ever been before, but finally managed to explain how sorry he was that
the tailor had not put anv more button
on his co:it than were ne;ded for business
purposes. Then he resumed the journey
which had been interrupted,
and the
American girl consoled herself with the
thought that she had been spoken to by
Bismarck, anyhow.--New Yo1'7,;World.
Sweden's .!llora Stonei
In old Upsala and about the town are
gathered most of the historical monuments of old Sweden. Here was the
capital of the earliest Christian kings anc1
queens, who were ru'.ing nearly a thousand yearg ago; and here those earlier
worthies, who were afterwards worshipped as divinities-Odin,
Thor and Freyn.
-used to hold their court.
The tombs of these heroes--great barrows, or mounds, much like the mounds
which are found in our Western. Statesstand near the old town, and are objects
of universal interest.
But of a deeper
interest than thetie memorials of mythological story is the spot where the coronation of kings took place in the earliest
historic times_
This Mora Stone, as an English visitor
describes it, is, in fact, eleven stones,
which mark the place where the ancient
kings were elected by the voice of the
people. They are small and insignificant
in size-, rough stones, of no particular
fGrm or shape. They evidently belong
to a very rude and barbarous age, and
have runic inscriptions upon them.
They are arrano-ed alono- the three'sides
of a small buildi;g-, buil;purposely over
.._..

posite the battery, which could be easily
nd
made out, a th en rouu d ed to wi th our
bows up st eam a nd opened fire from
every gun which would bear. The range
was short au d th e fire rapid, for our
comma nd er meant to make short work of
the enemy. We had not been engaged
five minutes when a masked battery of
heavy guns fur th er up on th e hill a nd in
our real" opened fire upon us. Every
shot was a plunging one, and our craft
was a fair target.
Two or th ree shot
had struck the deck when one went
directly th r 0ugh th e magazine a nd th e
bottom of the vessel. The wonder was
that we were not blown sky-nigh, for
the bolt in its passage through the magazine knocked several powder kegs into
kindlings anc1 dashed sqme of the fixed
lmmunition about.
It did not take us two minutes to
realize that we were in a tight place, for
the battery which we had set out to demolish was also banging into us in a
spiteful manner, and with :such good
aim that its round shot were passing
through the hull every minute. Before
steaming into the fight the weak spots in
the Cincinnati had been strengthened by
bales of hay and cotton and freshly cut
logs. The heavy shots soon loosened
these and dashed them about to our own
peril. At times it seemed to rain cotton
and hay, and this stuff, added to our
smoke, prevented us from taking fair
aim. Our steering gear was soon disabled, a dozen or more men killed or
wounded,
and,
as
it
became
certain
that
we could
not
live
long under such a fire, the gunboat started ahead up the river, making
water very rapidly, and being, with the
greatest :difficulty prevented from running ashore. As soon as both batteries
wer_e left in_the re_ar,we could no_treturn
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'l'here will be no corn~r in brooms th!IJ

~i ;h~'Lesse;~,np!~';i;,,~oc~~=t~h~~~v~~~a~ Th., purest, owectcstand best Cod Liver Oil
Ii~~
~11:~~tst~~~~i
ffitic1~ihu~:'){e~;n~f:'it1:rt lrv~~~.~o;~~'tri1e"';e':.~!;J~
d1~r;~~t~~i~iJ!;a~t~~
its incompara\J'.e protective qualities. Not and sweet. Patients who have once tu.ken It
0

only for f~brile complaints. bnt also for dis- prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided
~h~~~~iis~ea~~o~~~t;,1;l;e~r!~~k~~;;;",;a~d ~!~~eb~oc;~,;~1UL~;:i.dof~~-~¼-se~¥'0~-1c~et.
blad<ler, ,t is very effective. It counterac,s
Chapped hands, face, pimples and rough akin
the ettects of fAtio-ue.damp andexnosure.
i ¥I::ir~y& c"~'.'.~;!\,~~~~mau.. lJy Caswell.
We h~= ~•~;~e':pstteeonn
"rata01"r"e~u•1!.
~0 u0 O
9
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1

"

the declaration th&t it can be cured, that ~e
b,a.veu':'consclouslysettled down In the belief
ihat thISdisease must necessarily prove ta.taL
W:!.!str~e that occasionally a community bas
esse an isolated case of what may ap.
:~~pi~:~ !8~~=:!~~~n;:::;:~1::~~::::
stances this result wa.sdue none have hitherto
been found able to determine.
We have now the gratifying fact to .,nnonnce

LAD=s ,. Th-e dull, 1ired looks and feelings
~

w

~~~!'c~o!y~~~!dRfo~:;:!~~~;_;\~~;:nIJ~~~
ty and brings back youthful bloom and beauty.
Price Sl.00-6 bottlesS5.00.
You will be interested in the attra·tive advertisem--nt or the POPULAR MONTHLY, or Kanto~ ~~?r:d~lohil~=~diit';ai;:;;,\~mt~nru~~~
are relial.,le. All st,,nu by it.
3 months' treatment for 50c. Piso's Remecly for Catarrh. l:ioldby druggists.

e::d~~;nr~~::ig:~ w!~c~ ::~~: 8!;~~:r~h:
thf/;u~t!~!/or artverus1ng1n1-r1i:
1y~.:i;'!;'g~eto
8
0
the medica.lprofession,and that the changes
brought about in the system under favorable
~~:;:::;Yc::!Y~::1::e~~=:.~a:/:h~:~:
of the proper remedy. In other words, nature
is imitated and assisted.
Tuberculousmatter is nothing more or les~
th&n nourishment imperfectly organized.
Now,if we can procure the organization of
this food material so that through the process
of elective affinity it may take its place in the
system, we can cure the disease. This is just

~!

0

:.~:!t;!~o~~c~~~: ~~~;,:: ~?;~:;i::::~
preventing the further supply of tuberculous
furaet~~~
I11rn~e::i~it~0er:'l11e~ri!nY~.:1ct;;a.:.-:
0
similated. It thus controls cough, expect.ora·
\,.PROF:.
A
M1ER::
tion, night-sweats, heelic fever, and all othe,
BINGHAMTON.
N.Y.
characteristic symptoms of Consumption.
THE INVAL!ri'SBENEFACTOR.
0
Discoverer of Dr. Kilmer's
ci~~!~I~fi"~~tfes tt!:!ir~~:,;~~inl,1f~!}p
to ~t~
recommendations nnd makes Consumptionone COMPLETE fEMALE REMEDY
of the diseases they can readily cure.
Ladies'
Home
'.l'reatment
The for•mingstage of a di~ease is always the
1
1
c~~;t1il~f;d a;ge~~~a;!·:ai::'c';lliarf~~
fi;a",;o~u;~i~~~~"t~~:~;~;tt~
th!·u~:bii
~~~bth8~)-~
I
0
~~'!,~t;':c.~~~';,°!
~~d,t.f~i~,e~-~
bottle8.
:hc~~,;e~t1Y;.!' ~~~:~~s\~
\~~di'ttJ':t;~:~it :oat
~Each
kind is nlso sold separately:
llen1edy, (BloodandSystem)$}.
~~e~~~1f;J"f~%f~-:~!l~~~~'i;t~tis~uf,~~,,;~\~: Fe1nale
Autuinn•LeafExt.,cLoca.1Treatm't)$1.
from a. simple cold, two or three doses of the j
IJ & 0 Anointment,<External
,.
.,50
medidne have been found sufficientto remove
rw-or the tbree in one Package$2.00.
the trouble. So in all diseases of the throat
and lungs, with symplollli! simulating those '
Recovers the urun-down;" bed-ridden''
or abandoned."
It Eliminates Humors
utfeo~:~~E;'.on, Piso's Cme is the only infal·
and Blood Impurities that cause Scrofula,
The following letter recommending Piso's
Cancer, 'l'umor, pimples a.nd blotches.
0
Cure for Consumption,is a fair sample of the
,v~;:a~ H~~f
th~~~~,~~e:rui~~~ ~?:1i-::id:ef.ast.
certificates received daily by the proprietor of
Dr. Kilmer treats;internal 'l'nmor, Cancer.
thi
-You ce.n'tnft'orcl to neglect early symptoms.
s medicine: ALBION, N. Y., Dec.29, 1885. I
Letters
01' inquiry promptly finswered.,
I had a terrible Cough, and two physicians
Dr.Kilmer's li'emnlc Dispensary, ninghamton,N.
Y.
ea.Id I would never get well. I then went to a
"In1>alicls' l;i11ide to Health" ( Sent Free).
drttll:'Storeand asked for a goodcoughmedicine.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
~
i:ie~";~:;;.te gi:,d ~a!~i;
J;'~r:r a.:'vde;\rs~X
I do not believe I could live without it.
j
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PIANOS,

Con.'3tructed on the new method
eimilar terms. ~end for descriptive

reatorethemindtoltsnuturalcquillbrlum.

hair,
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PAYlllENT
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son of the year; and take it at all tiJllCS for Cancer,
Scrotula, l lver Complaints,
,veakness,
Bolls, Tu•
mo-rs, Swellings, Skin Diseases. Malaria. and the
tll'>asand ills that come from illlpure blood.
To
l11.surea cheerful disposition tako this well known
medicine, which will remove the prime cause, and

for
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them, ,vhieh bas the appearance of a lit- their fire w1th a smg.e gun, while they o'ff:e:-~-i
½::~~[a1~oc1:r~:b~1d~~t,/d~~;;.~r's
By JO hn, B • GOU{] h. ,
tle chapel from the road.
Upon the continued to pouu d th e gunboat in a
Ilislaatnndcro,rnin~lifeworlt,brim!ullofthrillin~interceiling of the building are inscribed the I terrible way. Our flag -:as shot away _as
~,i~u;h;,o~nd"t.t:.•.~ii-,.Z1~!iF,~~·.r.~'~;,.•n1r:oud\,
f~l~:J
various elections of kings made at the. we got under way, but it was speedily
~:,~.i¥.
·r8cP0·1~;,:1~1{v:O~~t:.i;c~~;d
~!~~\N~N~;
Mora Stone; they are in all hejghts,from l replaced. Everyone expected to see it
tot200~
month mn1le. o:rnutanct. no 1,ind,.a11ceto.swe
1h l d d
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4
he b b
hel less
Otten follow the use of' Hood's Sarsaparllla..
The
~A.t!r\v~eRTHL.~J:r~~·rtqto.,
tr~~tf~~:.:rtuo~r:_ te
Sten Kil, 1060, to Chnshan, in l 57, au~
o,~n w n_ e ecame
p
'
mostseverecases of scrofula.uponwhichother pretr.,, fli\.11IE'
besides Steu Sture, who, in 1512, was but it remamed flyrng, a nd the enemy
paratlonshavehoenpower:ess,yieldto the superior
U ii lij I;.
here chosen administrator of the king- J -.:ontinued to fire upon us.
curative powersor this medtcino. Tho most dis·
z~::rn
th
dom.-Youth's
Companion.
At length, when it became certain
P
1~.'::';:':~~:;;
1~::~. :~!~1~!~";~~•:;~~~:~;~n
81.,.
that we must go to the bottom or run
or salt rheum, dJ.sagrecable cases or catarrh, and the
1/~nc
~~e;;'~·ulW!~mn~~~~n~;·
His Anxiety Relieved.
ilie Cincinnati ashore, her bows were ;;::: ::d~~::. or; 0~~~:':~r:'.:~:~7i
$60. 0
1:u~:~1::, t:;::
Colonel Greene (the veteran journal• turned to the bank and the order was blood and at the same tlmo tone3 the stomach,
!:~~fo~x:11f:&;:i,:r~~(ie~j~:,~"
I
11
1
ist) though suave in manne1:, was very passed for every man to look out for ;:::~;n ao~t~~Pi:~t;."nd iilves •trength to every
u.l:),:il,,\fHt~~~~~. y.·
forcible in action when the occasion himself. In the rush more men were
Thesestatementshave been -..rilledby the expe- No Ropeto Cut Off Horses' Manas.
◄
seemed to require the exercise of force. drowned than were lost in the fight, and
rlenceotthousandsor people.
Celei>n•·l 'f:C l,ll.'SE'
Hi\.l,l'ER.
01
• d
"I felt good fM'altS
trom the flrst dose or Hood's
~11~~xnb~Ea~y
::g/~~~dsi~~l~t
One morning after the Colonel arnve at as soon as the engine ceased working the
Barsaparllla.It seemedto go rrom my head to my Hatter[0 any part or u. s. rree,on
his office, the man who always wants to boat slic1 down with the current and fin- toes. I know Hood"sSarsaparlllats a good t-hlng. recelptorsi. :;,,1l byallSaddlery,

Wonderful
Results

f:Y~i~~~H9J!:!'

!~•:;t:

know "Who wrote that article, sir?" put ally sank in about twenty feet of water.
in an appearnnce, anc1 was very demon- All the time we were getting ashore our
strative. He slashed around the edi- flag was flying, and the enemy was of
torial office for a while, and not having course maintaining his fire.
Our total
succeeded in obtaining from the 0olonel loss was near forty men, and it was the
1
the information he had come to seek, general feeling among the men that
be made a show of wan ting to fight.
_ j most of them were uselessly slaughtered.
Thereupon the robust Colonel took bis There was nothing heroic in holding a
bumptious visitor by the nape of the position under the fire of a battery of
neck, i.nd showing him the way to the eiglith anc1ten-inch guns, to which no
head of the stairs, he applied his sq~are- reply could be made. Neither _was it an
toed boot to the person of the belhcose act of bravery to keep a flag flymg over
visitor and landed him at the foot of the a disabled and sinking vessel, littered
long flight of stairs.
with dead and wounded, and by that
"Y 011'!1 bear from me again, sir," act insure the destruction of a score
roared the vietim, as he gathered himself more of valuable lives. There was a detogether.
mand for an official investigation,
and
"Well, I'm glad to hear you say so," censure was freely expressed in army
was the Colonel's cheery response; "I and naval circles; but in the excitement
was just beginning to think I shouldn't."
of what followed the affair soon became
-Boston Post.
stale and was at length forgotten.
Agreed With lier,
beautiful hymn, 'I
would not live alway,' so much," said
Miss Shouter to her brother.
"You seem to," was the response.
''I think the sentiment is so touching
and so full of tn:th," she went on.
"Yts, sis. I feel just that way every,
time you start to sing it," wns the unfeel- j
ing repiy.-Merchant
1'rnveller.
,
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s-

J
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and on the strength

o! my own

experience
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Hood's Sarsaparilla
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lloldby all druggists. s1 1 six for $5. Preparedonly
b7 c. I. HOOD &; co., Apothec
..ries,Lowen,l!ass.
__ I 00 _Doses One Dollar
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fortable sleep: effcct.i, <'Ure• where
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COCKLE'S
ANTI-BILIOUS
PILLS,

Long Tunnels,
The longest railway tunnel in England
is the Stand Edge, which is three miles
and sixty yards long. But the Severn
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
tunnel, which has just been opened, is For LiYer, Bile, Indigestion, etc. Free rrom Mercontains only Purei VPgetable lngre,..lients.
four and three-quarter miles long, two cury;
.A.gent:<.:.~Cltl'~T.E~'rO~,
Ntnv York.
and a qnartcr of which are beneath the
rapidly-flowing Severn itself, at a depth I
of from forty-five feet ~o nearly 100 foet Will quickly c11rP1 u.uy1 0<·a~e or hcrn a or rupturti.
1
Exl, .ni.~JN J3li Bt~~{d~;~ey,
~!<~e~ ork.
bell w the bed of the river.

THURSTON'.S
!~~~I TOOTH
POWDER
Keepinir

Teeth
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and Gum•

Healthy.

OR :SALlsor LJ,;'l'-Wood-workingmill
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F
Fr-ink's
Rupture
Reme~y
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order, water rower; 1 lso3-story building
for factory. LEVI PUT~Ail1.
East Wilton,N. H,
■
to Soldiers& Heirs. Send sta"ll
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Business Directory.
-CANTON.C R DAVIS,Dentist. Officeover Brick Store. At
Dixfield first Tuesday and VVed. in each month.
NATHAN REY::-.lOLDS, Registered Apothecary.
.r\ S HATHAW.\Y,Insurance and Real Estate Agent.
H I-I BURBANK,
Flour, Groceries, Dry Goods,
Fruit ;.tnd Confectionery.
D BRADFORD,
Brick Store, General Stock.
E F GOULD & Co., :-;to\·es, Tin & Hardware ..
J M Jo1i:,1soN,Me.tts & Groceries.

'Twill give you the second part.
.
T~~da ~~:~~:~~ ~• ::~t~:i:r~\~~,:~\•led
wire,
If m~de ~ast to the _Preceding ~arts,
Will give you tlus name entire.
C J
• •
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.ANSWERS

.\. C BICKNELL,l\Ii!linery and Fancy Goods.
0 A BH.IbGilA,',1,
Groceries & l\feats.
:\f B TnOMES,
Drugs, l\fedicines & Fancy .Articles.
C BARROWS, Furniture, Crockery and 10c. 9"oods.
.:\I G STROUT, ProYisions and Groceries.
0 GAMMON, Lime, Salt, Produce and Supplies.
AT BRYANT, General Store.
BrCKNELL
& STETSO:-l", Blacksmiths.
LC CoHURN, Flour, Grain and Feed.
G F TOWLE, Pianos, Organs and ::\Iusical Goods.
1\'lrss AB HIE Jo1-1Nsox, Fashionable Dressmaker.

-WEST

LIVER)fORE.
F

ADA)IS,

NEXT

and Surgeon ..

Physici~111

odist, the latter being one of the finest
edifices in Maine.
Hotel Marble,
Farmington's
first hotel, is included in the
losses. John B. Marble. fonnerly of Dixfield, was proprietor.
About 9 o'clock
Phillips was teleJ)honed for aid, and her

[Specially

them. They arri,·ed at Farmington about
10.30 P. l\I.
Conductor Thomas Healey telegraphed
from Farmington tor Lewiston and Portland aid. Trains were promptly dispatched, but were pro,·okingly
delayed by a
freight train, which had the right of way.
The operators on the line being asleep,the
railroad manager could not reach the train
to give the specials a clear track; but in
spite of the difficulties, for which nobody
was to blame, the Lewiston special reached Farmington at 2.30, in time to be of
eminent se1·vice. Indeed, it may have been
that its opportune
arrival prevented
the
entire destruction of the village.
The Portland train reached Farmington
not until nearly morning and the Portland
machine was not unloaded at 9 A. M.
The Lewiston special train bringing aid
to the people battling with the flames,

lake, when he heard the calling of a cow
moose. l\Ir. Thomas says "Now for some
fun!''
Ile kept a sharp lookout, camping
on the bank of the stream.
Early in the
morning he saw a deer on the bank opposite and was just levelling hi~ rifle for him
when a cow moose made his appearance,
and the next moment a monster bull moose
followed.
lie fired. The first bullet entered the neck. The animal made a plunge
for the bank. The second shot entered
the heart, and the monster moose which
many a sportsman has seen and longed to
capture now became the prize of the champion hunter of Northern
Maine. Mr. T.
says he measured 18 hands in high th
and weighed some over eight hundred
pounds.
After dressing the animal
he
packed the meat and hide in his bo:i,t. and
pulled fo1· the shore of the big Kennebunk
whe1·e he has a camp.
A team was ;order-
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r.-Cat.
2.Mid-day.
3.-Devi!.
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TELEPHJNE COMMO'NICATION,
-Several business men of Canton have
had under consideration a proposition
to
connect Canton with the outside by telephonic communication
via. Livermore,
No. Turner and Lewiston.
"'e have investigated the matter so as to present to
our readers the facts bearing
upon the
case, and wish to direct the attention of
all our business men to the benefits that
would arise from such an enterprise.
First, some one may say we already have
communication
by telegraph,
and "-hy
this move? In rep I)' we will sa_v that all

BIJCKFIELD.
J A RAwsoN,Registered Apothecary.
L K Additon, Millinery and Fancy Goods.
~h~i~~;;:1\~~;~::ts and :Pro'"isions.
c S CmLos, Dentist. Vapor or Ether.
WEST SU:U:~ER.
II B CHANDLER,
Dry Goods & Groceries.
lIARoLo CHANDLER,
Commercial& Job Printer.
EL Tt:ELL,Fancy & Ladies' Furnishing Goods.
G BIBEEE,Cust0m Boot and Shoe ::\faker.
EAST SU1fNER.
our business men who have frequent occa- made the run to Farmington
in one hour
\\" E EASTMAN,Seedsman. Choice v~g-a.table sion to use quicker communication
than and fifteen minutes.
Seeds ofmy own Growing~aspecialty.
the mails afford have found that the diffiSaturday's Lewiston Journal has the folculty in getting a message transmitted
lowing estimate of
~
h
promptly renders our telegraphic commuTIIE LOSSES.
'J; ~ ~
~
nication nearly useless to the public.
ExThe recapitulation
of the horrible work
actly where the fault lies, or the possibili- of Friday night in brief is this:
Thirty-:(-):-ty of rectifying it, we are unable to state. three dwelling houses, nineteen stores,
PUBLISHED THURSDAYS AT
And further we understand that many of three churches. two hotels, h,·o newspaper
&arrlnrr, Ilxfnrrl
&rr., Maine:.
those concerned in the telegraph line favor offices (Chronicle and the Journal), three
the connection vf Canton and Livermore
lawyers' offices, two insurance offices, the
by telephone.
However, there can be no county jail. the town house. the post office,
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
harm in discus~ing t~is m_atter in a public I one sa,·ings bank (People's Trust Co.),
manner, and with this article \\·e open the one art studio, bakery, plough factory,
One copy, one year'
- $ 1 • 5o.
columns of the TELEPHOXE for the pros. municipal court room and blacksmith shop
If paid one year in advance,
$r .25. and ,cons.
were burned.
Our reporter called upon Elias Keene,
One of the conservati,·e
men in town
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
Esq., proprietor
of the Korth Turner
sets the total Joss, roughly estimated, at
House, and gained the following info1ma- over a quarter of a million dollars.
The
~No
pape~ddiscontinuedhuntil
~ll arf tion :-The line from Lewistrm to Liver- insurance, I regret to add, is not large.
;~:r;!tt:~~;.ai
'except at t e optwn
more, via. Turner and No. Turner, is own- For instance, the Baptist church was not
ed by the Kew England Telephone
and insured at all. I am informed the ConPapers promptly discontinued at expira·
C
tior, of the time paid for when so ordered;
Telegraph
ompany.
The poles were fur- gregational church and parsonage are not
ntherwise they will be continued.
nished and set by citizens along the line insured.
The Methodist church is insurwho were interested in the success of the ed, to some extent.
en_terprise sufficiently to turn en masse and
Hon. Fred C. Perkins
loses $10.000
ADVERTISING
RATES.
ti t
t f
k \Vh
th
give
rn amoun
wor •• •. en . e Iworth of brick blocks and not a cent of inSpace,
1w
2 w 3 w 1 m 2 m 3 m 6 m 1 y poles are set the telephone Co. will stnng surance.

lf!~::~~
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ed from Rangeley at once to bring him
out. On his arrival at the village a large
number of people collected to see the largest moose ever killed in that section.
His
horns had four antlers and measured over
three feet in len~th.
l\fr. Thomas will
realize about one hundred and twenty-five
dollars for the moose.
The head he sold
for seventy-five dollars to a Boston sportsman. Mr. Thomas' friends in No. llartford will probably be chewing moose meat
before this article will reach them.
OUR

NEIGHBORS.
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Thursday,
October
28,1886.
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Bee-Journal,

J.Yla

Is the only publication
in Maine devote
entirely to Bee-Culture.
It is a monthly
full of interetiting and instructive reading
The subscription price is only so cent;
year in advance.
Sample copies free. Ad
dress JOURNAL,
Thomaston, Me. 3m3

Two Nice Presents
gin:!n away. Send
cts. and get an illustratt
25

monthly magazine

ouc year.

20 to 35 illustration

~~1~~-m~pl~~•be~~!~~-iJ;:~r~1~f
(o~i\11~ui;~~!y a;i t~c
world. Two nice presents given to every subscrib
er. C:ish Prizes for Christmas.
Send 2·ccnt stain
for circular to agent:-. Send silver or postal not
for Tm, MONTl!LY
GLOBE,POOLE BROS. Pub
lishcrs, ~Icchanic Falls, 1'Ie.
'

-E.

w.

ALLEN,

Canton

OF VOCAL MUSIC.

TEACHER

!have Peerless aud Stanley organ which
prices; warranted fo
five years. Tnose in want of an organ o
piauo will do well to call on or addrri
the above.
These organs are well mad
in every respect,quick
in action.brill.an
i11 tone, and voiced SO they are easv t
8 ing wi th • They are secoucl to none •.

I sell at reasonable

A WEEK?

$100

Ladies or gentlemen dcsirintl' pleasant profitabl
employment write at once. ,~ e want you to hand!
and an article of domestic use that recommends i

t~!

}~o~v~~~ke~I~e
a~:~~~:- 3!t;r~;
~~:;~ou~an~~~
wishing to practice economy should for their O\\
benefit write for particulars.
Used ever>:' day th
year round in every household.
Price within rcac
of all. Circulars
free.
Agents receive Samples
Free.
Address DOMESTJc .....
1\I'F'G Co., :Marion1 0.
2643

5

8 25

Boston,

P;

~'sl
s ,o Gilberk1~r!:e.

11

15

4

25

4

35

J

BusiNEss NoT1cEs in reading column and read nual rental, and reserve
all that the earnThe nineteen stores burned ,vere ,vorth
ng type, 5 cents per line for first insertion and 4 cts ings exceed $100 per year. The instru- $3,000 each or $57 .ooo.
,er line for each subsequent insertion.
ments at Livermore_and :No. Turner have
The three churches destro;•ed were val1
Brief announcements of Births, Deaths and )far.
riages are inserted free, but Obituary Lines or averaged nearly th ell' rental, and no doubt I ued at $30,000, in gross-insured
not over
!~::,7G~~~o~;
~~;~"d::1~~/~vi\\'i:"~/:~i:t f~~~:;~~~ they would exceed that sum in case the one-third,
and that, as before stated, on
rate of 5 cents per line. Brief, historical sketches connection ~Yith Ca~1ton were made. l\,~uch the 1"Iethodist church alone.
I
11
'.,'.i~h\~~e~~::~u~~;,';.,~,t~lt1~r,1~ia~:a:h,c~~~
of the team111g of ~o. Turner and Liver-'
The Farmington Journal Publishing Co.
charged for, but solicited when the subject has been more is now coming to Canton, and busi-1 (Knowlton, McLeary & Co.) and D. H.
th
well known in is vicinity.
~ess men '\'Ould have frequent
u5-e for the Kno,v1ton (the same firms
in publishing
lme on that account, and at the same time I and bookselling)
will undoubtedly
lose
business at this point be increased.
from $ 25 .000 to $ 3o,ooo, as a low estimate.
,ve need not recount the advantages to They were insured, but to what extent
be derived from this scheme, but hop,' they were unable to state.
OUR
PUZZLE
CORNER
others who are interested will talk it up_
The Chronicle loses an elegantly equip\Ve do not know of a greater benefit that ped new building, one of the finest furnishcan be obtained for our community
at so ed newspaper offices in 1faine, and their
1.-RJDDLE.
trifling a cost. In regard to the invest- machinery and type. Total Joss, $ 15 ,000 ,
There's a merry little fellow,
ment being a paying one, we will say that believed to be well insured.
And his nam-e is Dandy Dick;
Mr. Keene, who ha, been one of the proThe safes and valuable private papers of
But his coat is black and yellow,
moters of that line, has sufficient faith i11 the late )frs. S. S. Belcher, it is believed,
And his gait is rather thick.
its utility to offer to take one-fifth of the have been saved.
You may find him any hour,
Or may meet him all alone,
shares in a local company to extend the
The Hotel Marble loses $4,000 in house
Just a peeping in a flower
line from Livermore to Canton.
alone.
Its proprietor,].
Milliken, lost his
As he's setting out for home.
Come, let us consider this matter.
own private residence.
R. A. Huse &
II e's a wonderful musician,
------Son's manufactory
was saved but their
For his voice is baritone;
FARMlNJTON IN RUINS.
house was destroyed.
And he strikes a new position
-Postmaster Merrill loses $1 ,ooo of his
In a manner quite his own.
Ninty-Six Buildings Burneo.. -Liss $3CO,- private property in the post office, but he
But alas! for merry Daddy
000.
was able to save all the mails, records and
And the blossom on the lawn;
For the door is never handy
-other government property.
Capt. E. M.
\Vhen the yellow hou,e is gone.
Friday afternoon a large barn on Front Robinson, late postmaster of Phillips, renB. C.
street owned by John A. Stoyell, contain- dered valuable aid to Postmaster
Merrill
ing 45 tons of hay was burned.
The fire in the removal of the official effects.
2.-CURT
AIL)IE:NTS.
is
supposed
to
have
caught
from
a
locomoThe
proprietor
of
the
Stoddard
House
1, Curtail confident,
and get uneasily.
2, Curtail an officer of a court, and get tive on the Sandy River railroad, and the and the proprietors of two stores in town
a certain spice.
building burned like tinder.
A gale \\as kindly offered to take in Uncle Samuel,and
3, Curtail concentrated force, and get a blowing at the time, which scattered burn- Capt. Merrill was at once able to re-establarge, deep hole in the ground.
+, Curtail a flat-bottomed boat, and get ing cinders over the village so that eight lish the post office amid the smoke of the
buildings took fire, bu't were saved by the disaster.
to quibble.
O. I I. I.
efforts of the fire department and citizens
Of the household goods and goods in
"·ho were now greatly alarmed.
This fire stores it is estimated that half is burned.
3.-HALF
SQ_CARE.
was controlled so that at+ P. M. it was As has been said, not a little was burned
1, A budv of travelers.
thought Farmington had nanowly escap- in the streets, and much could not be re2, A being with an organized
body.
,,, To clinch.
ed the recent fate of Eastport, but at 8.30 moved, so rapid was the progress of the
4, So be it.
P. 1'f. another fire broke out in the stable flames.
_;;, A large vessel or cistern.
of Elbridge Gerry, on Pleasant street. The
A list of merchants
burned out (with
6. A boy's nickname.
wind was blowing hard, and from this be- some damaged goods saved) is as follows:
7, A consonant.
gan the sweeping conflagration which rag- I-1. L. Emery, variety goods; Lincoln and
+-X.\.:.IE
TIIE AUTIIOR.
ed until 5 o'clock Saturday morning. From Richards, dry goods; ,villiam F. Belcher,
Pause for a moment, dear riddlers, and llotel Marble, down Pleasant street it took
clothing; D. II. Knowlton, books and statit ink,
e,,erything,
including
the county jail; tionary; Knowlton, McLeary & Co., sta_\nd most assuredlv there will appear
thence
up
Broadway
to
Main
street,
de_'\ rcno\\'ned ten-footer whose name is <·ontioners; Gay, boot and shoe dearer; Peotainecl
stroying the post office, Chronicle office, ple's Trust Co,; Geo, McLPresson, jewelTn these magical words I present to _you Knowlton & McLeary's job printing establer; Z. I I. Greenwood, insurance; Russell
here.
lishment and the Franklin Journal office, & Priest, jewellers; James F. McKeown,
First place fifty in a certain form
Perkins Block, Arcade Block, and the old restaurant.
l•'or I'm ,ure if lo omit it you ,hould
county buildings on )Iain street.
Down
:VIasonic I-Jail and Odd Fellows Hall
dare,
Though strange it ,eems to leave it out,
l\lain street on the west side the fire con- were burned.
The latter
is insured.
\Vould make this name sound very queer. tinued its devastation,
consummg
five Belcher's Hall was destro •ed.

'.'.~J~~i~

"a1'ne

Rumf
or~Falls
&Buckfield
R.R

.:i~.:i~
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The

East Hebron.
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect Nov, 11 '86,
l\Irs. Sarah Brown is some better
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
O
and is able to walk around the house.n w, c/i'~:;t~il~:-•rxn M;~
Lve,
-:~:.~~:
H. Berry sent off one car_Ioad of apples ;;~fftr'«oad,
4 1 5 9 1 5 BoSton,
z.:.lr."·
last week.
Hartford,
4 35 9 3 Portland,G.T. 7 ,o 1 30
0
East Sumner, 4 50 9 .,7 Lewiston, " o co 1 .SS
The Free Baptists held a S. S. concert *\Varren R'd,
Mechanic F'ls s 45 3 ,;
here Saturday.
!;,~~':;;S\rd, 5 30 9 55 ;~~~tr~!ii~~•, 9 o5 3 'i
A. J:[. Fogg has one Buff Cochin pullet East IIehron, 5 50 IO o East Hebron,
30 3 Ji
5
9
*Bearce R'd,
•Packard R'd,
that has laid I.20 eggs in 140 days. That Westi\t:~r~:e. 6 •s ,o ,s ;;~;~~=~\l'd, ro ,5 3 50
is th e ki nd of hens for me.
~1echanicF'ls 6 40 10 32 East Sumner, 10 35 4 04
H. H. Hutchinson
has moved from Lewiston,
1o 50 4 10
7 4011 1 5 Hartford,
Buckfield to East Hebron, over Fuller's
Portland,
,:; ~
~~~!~c;,Road,

i~I g;;j 1~~5° 'f~
I ; ; ; ;gj;~ j l ~ ::~:~:ep, :~\r~~s;epa:i~ ::ta~:~~:t;t:~:t=~
~,~:~~1~ign~;ott1bste1ssindee:str1on:ende.sttoimhaat,~es
tahne store.
oo 1 25
75 2 5
75 5 oo, S oo
/
Edwin Bradbury has returned from Bath,
! :: : ~l/1;6~I~~ 1: g~I~~
$100 per in_strume~t.
The local company/ average value of $2,000 each or an average where he has been through the summer
1-4col. '30 1 70 w 6o 3 75 5 oo 7 50 $,3 may orga111ze, fur111sh the operator and do Ivalue of $66,000. )Iuch of this will prove for his health.
Ile is very much improvI., ::
~ ~ 11: : ~ r~
Ig~ ~ ~ i~l tg the business, guarantee the sum of the an- total loss.
ed.
in~h,
inches,

;-2

2

Co. have been blastin
amount of rock on th
their mill, to make plac
of their wharf for storin,

Reported for the TELEPIIONR.]
The apple crop in this vicinity has bee
RANGELEY. Oct. 22, '86.
quite large this season •
Mr. Elmer E. Thomas, who has run the
_
~E~to.
steamer on the Kennebago Lake this sea\Ve have sold quite a lot of your Athlo
son, recently started on a hunting expedi- phoros, and in every case it has given per
tion in that vicinity taking his small row feet satisfaction.
IL F. \Vyatt, druggist
Plymouth,
N. JI. Testimonials
to the
hand engine and hook and ladder company boat, camping outfit and fire-arms.
He same effect showing its cures in rheuma
,Yere at once set on flat cars and with 300 had proceeded across the lake and was tism and neuralgia
are received by th
citizens of the ,·illage were dispatched to making up the stream that connects the hundreds.
Farmington as fast as steam could hasten little Kenncbago with the big Kennebago

Ichurch

PERU.-

\Y ~ \\-ALKER
& SoN, Groceries, Flour, JI-=i.rdware,
Paints, Oils and Burial Caskets.
)f1ss E P Tucker, 1\fi.llinery and Fancy Good5 ..

GEO

The Umbagog
brick stores, Exchange hotel, and further
:BIG MOOSE.
out qnitc a large
<low11 it crossed to the east side and de-stroyed three churches and several fine An Oxford Co. Boy Kills the Jumbo M?osein river bank above
for the extension
residences.
The chur~hes . burned were
the Adirondacks of Maine.
wood.
the Baptist, Congregatwnahst
and Meth--

Next carefully behead a male relation
And I am sure-but
why do you start?
Tho~\f ~nJruel and barbarous
this may

A large delegation
of Good Templars
from this lodge attended the County lodge
at East Sumner, and enjoyed it very much.
K.

LIVERMORE
FALLS.
A little child of Mr. J.E. Davenport was
quite badly scalded last Saturday.
~1ite a number went from here to Farn1ington the night of the fire at that place.
Mr. D. J. Bogan has moved into the
house which was formerly occupied by )Ir.
Frank Whittemore, on the west side of the
river.
A va1·iety entertainment
is expected to
be given at Rockomeka
Hall this (Tuesday) evening.
Qyite a delegation
from Rockomeka
Lodge, I. O. G, T., visited Granite
:I ill
Lodge last Tuesday evening.
)fr. A. L. \Vilkins died quite suddenly
of diphtheria last Wednesday night.
Ilis
age was 34 years.
The addition on the store to be occupied
by Mr. E. B. Basford has been completed.
-------------------------------

*Trains stop only on signal.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
r:
th
br!~ .l~!J!t;:~~:;-;;,1?1:i~:·wi
mail train, or He
c~;e'~~·-1~n:14E~1~i;;~~~{r~e~•ith

miT;:i,l Nt~~i;,u:~~

field 3 miles, and West Sumner 7 miles.
AT CANTON.-Daily, with mail train, for E·
Peru 5 miles, \Vest Peru ,o miles,Dixfield IO miles,
)Iexico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxburv
1eJ~fti~~~s'&:';'!/!:"i'J~~~,~~~;t;,~1
:~'Fc,\
1~~i.les. Af.
A-r GiLBERTYILLE.-Daily,with mail train, for
Canton Point 1 1·-fmiles,
L. L. LINCOLN, SuPT.

PAYUP!
All who pay their subscriptions
to the TELEPHOXE

accounts

One Year in Advance
of the present time, will be credited to
Jan. 1st, 1888. This offer will continue
till Tan. r, '87, but the sooner you accept
it the longer time you will get the paper

FREE?
For either old or new subscribers.
Weeks Free.

HEADQUARTERS

Nine

FOR

FuRNITURE & HOLIDAY
Cooos
--AT--

~'here you will find the 5Teatest variety of goods suitable for Christmass. New Yea
Birthd~y and Wedding Presents, to be found in any one Store in the State, and
at Prices as Low as can be found in or out of the State, consisting in part of
Parlor, Dining and Chamber Suits; Rocking, Reclining, Smoking, Office and Child·
ren's Chairs in various styles; Extension, Marble Top, Library and other fashion·
a~le Tables; Music Racks, Brackets, \Vall Pockets, Slipper Cases, Bouquet an
Bible Stands; Sleds, Carts, Rocking Horses, Vases, Smoking Sets, Mustache Cups
Ink Stands, Work Baskets, Dolls, Stereoscopes and Views, Picture Books, Games
·work Boxes, Picture Frames, Chromos and Oil Paintings, Mirrors of all kinds
llair Brushes, Boy's Tool Chests, Albums, Pianos, Tea Sets View Holders Harps,
Bpool Stands, Toys of every Description.
'
'
--GREAT

AND
A

choice

IO

BARGAINS

CENT

ON--

COUNTERS?+

lot of Chromos,
in Nice Frames, 22 x 30, $r.50.
Frames
made to order, cheaper
than the cheapest!

REMEMBER

Picture

THE PLACE AT

D.B.PERRY'S
NewStore, :Mechanic
Falls Ke

